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sion, for it would be useless for Labour candidates to ask respectable spoke Arthur Henderson, M.P., to the delegates of the Second Intel-
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and of the lower middle class holding saving certificates who would daughters for the many new posts in

The two million
unemployed and partly employed workers will have gained little
hope from the deliberations of the Conference;
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may be a few plums to pick up; but we should think any real livo ing them the normal rate of dividends.

holding forth in his regularly every quarter-day the cheque will arrive without fail.
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so close that they were hardly worth fighting about. We think the 
success of the Labour Party at the polls will bring Free Staters and 
Republicans together, for, however much they may differ on political 
questions, they will act solidly together when the workers demand 
a fuller life and a bigger share of the wealth they produce.
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The Labour Party Conference.
The Conference at Edinburgh was mainly engaged in window- 

dressing for the General Election which cannot be very far oft. The 
refusal of affiliation to the Communist Party was a foregone conclu-
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' policy of nationalisation, will entail.
Someone was put up to refer the matter shareholder.

This was agreed to :

banners giving a touch of colour to the scene. Alighting from the 
charabanc, they marched on to the grass, and, forming a merry circle, 
enjoyed the little packets of food they had brought with them. Wisely 
ignoring the flood of oratory, games were played until the bugles 
sounded to close the meeting. Then the weather, which had so far 
been fine, changed suddenly, rain began to fall, and the children hurried 
back to the charabanc, and were carried rapidly back to the Club, where 
they arrived wet but happy. Here willing hands had prepared tea for 
them, which they all relished after their long trip. Thus ended a day 
which the children of the International Modern School will long 
remember with pleasure. Too young, perhaps, to realise the full signifi
cance of May Day, yet in years to come we hope they will look back 
with joy to this their first experience of International Labour’s Day. 
May they live to greet the day when exploiters cease from troubling 
and politicians are at rest.

middle-class voters for their support whilst the Communists were 
officially connected with the Party. Besides, the Communists had 
never shown sufficient strength in any constituency to oust a Labour 
man, so they can be ignored. When they unseat a few Labour 
M.P.s, the Labour Party will be ready to bargain with them and 
buy their votes. Why the Communists should want to join such a 
crowd as the Labour Party we cannot understand. Of course, there
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Communist would be bored to death by a meeting of the Executive 
with Sidney Webb in the chair and Henderson
best Sunday afternoon style. The Conference shirked a decision on 
the question of reducing the interest on War loans. During the 
War nearly two million people invested their money in Government 
loans for the first time, and there are countless thousands of workers'The children of the International Modern School took part in the 

demonstration in Hyde Park on May Day, the day on which world-wide 
Labour, young and old, registers its protest against Capitalism and 
exploitation. Starting from the Workers’ Friend Club in a motor
charabanc, the children joined up with the East London contingent. 
Apparently afraid that the workers might disturb the moneyed folk in 
the City, the police compelled the processionists to make a wide detour 
through the Minories, And thence through Lower Thames Street to the 
'Thames Embankment, where a mighty crowd assembled. At the 
appointed time the great procession started on its way to the Park, 
accompanied by the strains of many bands and a smull army of police. 
Up Kingsway and along Oxford Street it went, th© children singing 
and waving their flags ail the way, full of pleasurable excitement.

On arriving at the Park, they saw a sea of faces, a multitude of 
* The Problem of War and its Solution. By John E. Grant. 12s. 6dr 
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immediately turn down any candidate who suggested a reduction of 
interest on their holdings. I
back to the Executive for further consideration.
and a discussion avoided on a very delicate question. They were 
" willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike.”

NOW HEADY.
ANARCHISM VERSUS SOCIALISM.

By WM. 0. OWEN.
32 pages, with Wrapper.
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hope from the deliberations of tho Conference; in fact, J. H. lhomas 
has told them that a Labour Government will not bo able to solve 
the unemployed problem. If they cannot even find work and bread 
for the workers, we •
vote for them. That is the very
Labour Government.
circuses for the mob.

wonder why tho workers tako tho trouble to 
least they might expect from a 

Even ancient Rome provided bread and

national who met in London last month. Of course, with Fabians 
so much in evidence in the counsels of the Labour Party, expropria
tion would be out of the question. But Henderson’s statement 
opens up a pretty prospect for the country when the Labour Party 
get control. They will “nationalise” the railways and the mines 
and other large undertakings, and issue Government bonds to their 
full market value to the many thousands of shareholders, guarantee- 

. The lucky shareholders will 
then retire to their country seats and suburbau villas, knowing that

The
Government will save them from all the worries attached to wage 
questions and the ups and downs of their shares on the Stock 
Exchange. Iu return, the grateful shareholders will vote for the 
continuance of Labour Governments, and train their sons and 

i the Civil Sendee which tho 
It is an idyllic picture—for the 

But there is always a thorn in the rosebush. The 
railway workers and miners and other wealth producers are already 
opening their eyes—it is about time they did—and asking why they 
should do all the work and get little pay whilst the idle shareholders 
get all the cream. Even Labour Members cannot fool the workers 
for ever, and in tho not far distant future the demand for expropria
tion without compensation will become so strong that the Hendersons 
and tho Webbs will bo swept aside and the people take possession of 
the land and all tho means of wealth production, the only compensa
tion for the legal holders being the right to an equal opportunity to 
use it with the rest of the community. The privileged parasites 
must be shaken oil the tree of life.
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Labour’s Step by Step.
“ British Labour believed that Socialism would proceed step by 

step from one industry to another, and, in general, would exclude 
expropriation of private property without compensation.

“There must be a great struggle for existence between the older 
nations,” said Haeckel, the German scientist, “ and the strongest, most 
adaptable and resourceful will win.” “ War,” said Lord Roberts, the 
English soldier, “is as inevitable as death ; it is salutary, it is necessary, 
and the only tonic that can be prescribed.”

The foregoing, with many other similar passages, form the text 
around which Mr. John E. Grant has written a remarkable book entitled 
“The Problem of War and Its Solution one that goes to the root and 
handles without gloves the fundamental issues that will have to be so 
handled in the comprehensive propaganda Anarchism has yet to make. 
To us such issues are vital, for we are essentially the arch-enemies of war, 
and consider that we advocate the only principles that will lead to social 
peace. We, above all others, loathe and abominate that philosophy 
which looks on the masses as mere food for powder. We detest the 
military conception of life as ordinarily a thing of small account, to be 
sacrificed remorselessly in the interests of the exalted few. We have a 
high intellectual and moral scorn for that cramped and soured mentality 
which can think of the human species only as a flock of sheep to be 
shepherded by watchdogs, guarded for the sake of the fleeces that can 
be shorn from it, and ultimately driven to the shambles.

Mr. Grant, a chemist by profession, deals with his subject as the 
realist must, starting at the cellar and exploring to the roof. He begins 
by pointing out the spirit of fatalism that had crept over society for 
years before the War; the loss of faith in intelligence and freedom, 
with the resultant conviction that only by violent restraint, by increasing 
prohibitions and restrictions, by the institution of powerful bureau
cracies and the enthronement of Governments armed with all the latest 
weapons of repression, could social life be held together. All this wo 
Anarchists know only too well. Many of us have suffered personally 
from the State-violence to which this mentality has led. Every one of 
us suffers incessantly from the social and economic inequalities it 
naturally begets. There is not a propagandist among us who does not 
recognise this servile conception of existence as the most formidable 
enemy he has to meet.

Whence came this fatal misdirection and the appalling miseduca
tion that has succeeded it ? Mr. Grant traces it directly to the savage 
doctrine of caste; to the persistent teaching that heredity is everything 
and that blood is bound to tell; to the delusion that by an eternal and 
irrevocable law mankind is divided into superior and inferior, patrician 
and plebeian, ruler and to-be-ruled. From this doctrine, essential to 
aristocracies and, therefore, enforced sternly by the sword and taught 
assiduously by the pulpit, springs inevitably a long series of other mis
conceptions, religious, political, and economic. They are summed up, 
perhaps, most succinctly in what is known as Malthusianism, according 
to which this planet is incapable of affording sustenance to all the race. 
Thence it follows that the weak, by Life’s divine decree, must go to the 
wall; that the many are intended to be the stepping-stones by which 
the few may mount to power; that the elimination of the comparatively 
unfit is a religious duty. All modern thought is saturated with that 
poison, and we recommend this book as a salutary and greatly needed 
purge.

There follow logically the measures by which domination is secured 
—the monopoly of natural resources, which is always the aim of war; 
the control of distribution, based on monopoly of the means of produc
tion ; all the crafty machinery devised for the protection of special 
privilege, thanks to which the entire social structure has now been 
transformed into an inverted pyramid wobbling precariously upon its 
apex. Mr. Grant traces the evolution. We have no space in which to 
describe the journey through which he takes the reader, but we say it 
is a journey every one who seeks to be a propagandist, an educator, will 
find it worth his while to make. We can give out only what is in us; 
we set our mark on thought in proportion to the skill and accuracy 
with which we land our blows. W C, O.

The Battle of Dublin. 
The civil war between Free Staters and Republicans which has

been threatening for some time broke out on June 28 with the 
bombardment of the Four Courts in Dublin, where the Republicans 
had established their headquarters. After a week’s fighting the 
Free Staters have gained the upper hand in Dublin, but the fighting 
in the country may last some time, as the Republicans will probably 
adopt guerrilla tactics. One noticeable feature of the struggle is the 
small number of casualties. We read of a long and intense bom
bardment being replied to by a hail of bullets; after a time the 
garrison of the “ fort ” hoists the white flag and surrenders, and the 
report says : “ At the most 15 men were taken prisoners; some were 
mere boys.” Very few have been killed on either side, and it 
almost looks as though the Republican leaders had just put up a 
stage fight to save their face. The results of the elections must have
proved to De Valera and his friends that their countrymen are sick
and tired of the long-drawn-out wrangle over the Treaty and want 
to get back to work. The destruction of the Four Courts and the 
greater part of Sack vilie Street should provide plenty of work for the 
unemployed, whilst the destruction of so many important legal 
documents will keep the lawyers busy for many years. The points
of difference on the working of the Treaty had been narrowed down figures, there were 13,566 unemployed in Moscow alone! 
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Dictators Out of Work.
The “ new economic policy” of the Bolshevik Government is 

having a disastrous effect on the workers, the men who, according 
to the Communists, dictate the policy of their Government. In 
Russian Information and Lieview (June 1), issued by the Russian 
Trade Delegation, an article on unemployment in Moscow states 
that in April last 19,401 persons were registered as unemployed, an 
increase of 4,400 since January. Last October there were 13,566. ♦ 
This latter item is very interesting, as it proves how little value can 
be attached to the statements of those enthusiastic visitors to Russia 
who have an official standing iu the Communist International. Tom 
Mann attended the Congress of the Red Trade Union International 
in Moscow last year, and made the usual round of official sight
seeing. On his return to England he published a little booklet 
giving his impressions, “Russia in 1921,” with the usual rosy tints 
peculiar to all Communist visitors. On page 23 he says:— 

“ I am writing this on 4th October, at the office of the British 
Bureau of the Red International, a few doors from the Strand, 
London. For twenty minutes past a procession of London’s un
employed has been passing in marching order.............Naturally
my mind turns to Russia. There no man is or ever need be unem
ployed............ In this vital matter Russia is a beacon light to all
the world. No unemployed, work for all.”

At that very moment, according to the Russian Government’s own 
I Even the 

“ dictators ” who are working are not iu a very enviable position, as, 
owing to the rise in prices, wages were worth only one-third as com
pared with the previous November. Of course, the statement that 
the workers constitute a “Proletarian Dictatorship” is a pretty little 
fiction served up for the consumption of such innocents as Tom 
Mann.

El I

By Mary O’Brien.
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the colours tor a term of eight months only, have now been underarms

In 1919,
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Yes, we think we can safely say that Tcherkesoff is right and Marx

simply a
Lord fact thut ho is under age, has been given thirty yearn' imprisonment.

in this country, but not one shareholder was frozen out.
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ship of half a million.
the revolutionary movement.

Parliamentary representatives are
families whose complaint is that thoir sons, of the 1901 cluss, allied to

all wrong. • •
The great amalgamations taking place to-day are i 

recognition by capitalists that their interests are mutual.
Leverhulme has practically gained control of all the soap companies

Under the that Boldrini had no hand in the uttack and was entirely innocent.

Number of Individuals 
Assessed. 

...... 12,021 

...... 11,561 

...... 14,558 
...... ...... 8,746 
...... .... 15,904 
...... ...... 6,416 
...... ...... 2,549

461 
92
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Italy.
Here the situation evidently goes from bad to worse. Ina power

fully comprehensive review of world conditions llllisveglio(Geneva) says:
all advantages of this process of transformation, grows the mass of ««Throughout Italy misery increases, daily the crisis makes itself felt

33 ' r

for eighteen months, with no prospect of relief in sight. Umanild Nova 
solemnly counsels patience. “The Genoa Conference has been working 
for peace."

The trial, at Milan, of the Anarchists and Syndicalists charged 
with causing the bomb explosion in the Diana Theatre in that city, has 
ended in the acquittal of three of the accused and the passing of terrible 
sentences on fourteen others. Mariani and Boldrini are sent to prison 
for life, the former being also condemned to ton years’ and the luttor to 
seven years' solitary confinement. Aguggini. in consideration of the

Railway Act of 1921 the 121 separate railway companies in this 
untry have been amalgamated in four group companies. This is 

expected to prove so beneficial to the many thousands of shareholders 
that the price of the shares has since increased enormously. All 
the economies effected in working under the new system will go 
into the pockets of the shareholders. Not one capitalist has been 
killed by this “concentration of capital.

To-day, owing to the great power of advertising, large fortunes 
are being made out of such insignificant things as toffee, chocolate, 
chewing gum, corsets, patent medicines, flea powder, and other 
modern luxuries unknown to Karl Marx.

The fact is that the inventive genius of man has brought into 
existence machinery which produces wealth in such profusion that 
unless the workers could keep it in their own hands a great increase 
in the number of wealthy people was inevitable. As the workers 
have no control over the wealth they produce, the number of those 
financially interested in the present system increases year by year, 
and this tendency will continue until we put an end to exploitation 
and monopoly and build a more humane and saner society.

- I -
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employer has certified that he has bought the unhappy emigrant’s
Meanwhile the Fascisti have taken in hand the task 

of reconstruction by burning down Labour’s meeting places and the 
dwellings of such workingmen as are too rebellious to bend the knee to 
the employer or to show respect to the misgoverning Government and 
its laws, which send the honest workers to the galleys while acquitting 
and protecting Mussolini’s brigands. Thus the Monarchy, allied to 
criminal Fascistism and with its royal guards, carabinieri, spies, pimps, 
receivers, thieves, etc., is dragging the country back to medieval 
barbarism." The review goes on to say that in Switzerland things are 
little better. If, on the one hand, they have no Fascisti, on the other 
baud they are crushed by Draconian legislation against the rebel, and 
by immigration restrictions. Political refugees are extradited remorse
lessly and without the slightest ceremony. “ In Austria and Germany 
one sees men and women, who are not beggars, in tatters or, at best, 
clad in patched garments. The food is of the worst. Apart from the 
bourgeoisie and the priests, marks of suffering and exhaustion are 
visible on every face. A beaten people which has relapsed into silence; 
a whole generation crippled and deformed. The conquered.”

In Umanitd .Vova Malatesta is conducting a long controversy on 
Syndicalism—a subject that has to be thrashed out, since opinions 
differ widely. Evidently he is meeting with considerable Italian oppo
sition, and his own position, viz., that “the Syndicates can and ought 
to play a most useful, and perhaps necessary, part in the transition to 
an equalitarian society," is strongly qualified. He insists that they 
must be taken only at their proper value, and that we have always to 
be on our guard against their natural tendency to become simply tho 
champions of certain special interests. Ilis article concludes: “The 
Syndicates will be of great service during the revolutionary period— 
provided always that they are as little Syndicalistic as is possible."

Italian politics sink more and more deeply into the savagery of 
jungle life. There are now nineteen political groups in Italy, two new 
ones having developed recently; and each, when it is not sticking its 
knife into the others, is bargaining for loaves and fishes. The mutual 
extermination might be, iudeed, a blessing. Of the never-ending 
intrigues the sole victims are, in the final analysis, the workers.

Meanwhile, the Fascisti, always supported by the existing Govern
ment, aie at present a leal power. They held u largely attended 
Congress in Rome recently, at which “Co-operatives and Syndicalism" 
was the subject for discussion. According to their own figures, they 
have now formed more than two thousand Syndicates with a momber- 

This is, of course, a counter-organising against

Range of Total Income.
Not exceeding.
. £2,500 ...
. 3,000 ...
. 4,000 ...
. 5,000 ...
. 10,000 ...
. 20,000 ...
. 50,000 ...
. 100,000 ... 
. 150,000 ...

According to further figures quoted by Mr. J. Swan, M.P., since 
1914 the number of persons with incomes exceeding £100,000 has 
increased from 80 to 126. And from the Chancellor’s figures we see 
that the number of incomes exceeding £5,000 a year has increased 
from 9,259 in 1907 to 25,422 in 1922. No signs there of the 
capitalists killing one another.

In the United States the figures tell the same tale. In 1919, 
according to figures published by the Internal Revenue Bureau, there 
were 6,639 incomes of 90,000 dole, or over, of which 65 exceeded 
1,000,000 dols. and five 5,000,000 dols. In the previous year only 
one (that of John D. Rockefeller, sen.) exceeded 5,000,000 dols.

In Forward (Glasgow) of May 20 there is an article by “ A. P. L.” 
on the Bolsheviks and Georgians, in which the writer deals with an 
article on the same subject in a previous issue by our comrade 
W. Tcherkesoff. In order to discredit Tcherkesoff, “ A. P. L.” tries 
to pour ridicule on Tcherkesoff's pamphlet, “ Concentration of 
Capital: a Marxian Fallacy ” (published by Freedom Press). “ A. P.L.” 
says, “I know little of Marx,” and then goes on to prove his self
asserted ignorance, for he says that it is obvious to him that “ the 
growing amalgamation of Capitalist forces is a fact; this concen
trated control under fewer hands is on the increase all around us.” 
Now, Marx never foretold the amalgamation of capitalist forces. He 
prophesied the very opposite of that, but in treating the subject in 
this way “A. P. L.” has merely copied the trickery of so many 
Marxian writers. As this question is a very’ important one for the 
revolutionary movement, we will first explain the theory of Marx 
and then show how present-day facts and figures contradict the 
theory absolutely.

In Vol. I. of “ Capital ” (pp. 788-9, English edition) Marx says: 
“Capitalist production begets, with the inexorability of a law 

of Nature, its own negation. It is the negation of negation.............
This expropriation [of many capitalists by few] is accomplished by 
the action of the imminent laws of capitalist production itself, by 
the centralisation of capital. Along with the constantly diminish
ing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolise

misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation. more cruelly, and the now-starving, who fought for the glory of their
Here it is plain that Marx prophesies that there will be a constancy country, cannot get even a passport to leave it unless some foreign 
diminishing number of capitalists—(One capitalist kills many—Ein •
Kapitalist schlagt vicle tot, says Marx). On the strength 'of this labour-power, 
prophecy Social Democrats for many’ years taught that the only
thing necessary for the Social Revolution was to organise the workers 
politically whilst the capitalists fought between themselves until
only a mere handful would be left for the workers to expropriate.
The present writer several times heard H. M. Hyndman say that in
forming the great Trusts the capitalists were “ doing our work,” and
many Socialist writers and speakers in this country propagated the 
same fallacy.

Fifty years have passed since Marx formulated his theory, and
we might reasonably expect to see some signs of its working by this
time. But when we look around do we find fewer rich men, fewer
wealthy parasites, or do we not rather see many more? Without
knowing anything of the statistics dealing with the growth of large
incomes, any observant and intelligent person can see that the
number of wealthy people living in fine mansions and riding in
luxurious motor-cars is now greater than ever. Within twenty miles
of London alone there has of recent years been an enormous increase
in the number of large bouses, with garages attached, which only
men of wealth could maintain. But perhaps a few figures will help 
to prove our point.

According to the income tax returns, in the year 1906-7 there
were 38,318 incomes from £500 to £1,000, and 29,821 from £1,000
to £5,000, whilst 9,259 had incomes of over £5,000 a year. In the
House of Commons on May 16 the Chancellor of the Exchequer gave
the following table showing the number of incomes exceeding £2,000
assessed to income tax up to March 31, 1922 (which he said was not
complete):—

Exceeding.
£2,000 .

2,500 .
3,000 .
4,000 .,
5,000 .

10,000 .
20,000 .,
50,000 ..

100,000 ..

years solitary confinement. Aguggini,

Mariuni and Aguggini hud confessed, and both in open court declared
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AN APPEAL FOR

every 50, or thereabouts.

E. Armand, another Individualist-Anarchist, has just been released

•

Wo wish, however, that we

TO COMRADES IN SAN FRANCISCO.
Wo are asked to announce that the Libertarian Communist Group 

meets on the first and third Sunday of each month.

HlWU ---------- -

Grave, who i8 now writing for
/,’ Emanciputeur, of? FMmalle Grande, Belgium; and has some cutting

United States.
We take the following from the bulletin (New Yoik) issued by 

the International Anarchist Aid Federation:—
An international protest meeting against the reign of oppression 

by the Socialist State upon tho Anarchist movement in Russia was 
arranged by this Federation It was to be held on Saturday, March 11, 
at the Labour Temple in New York. Handbills in five languages 
spread broadcast announced the meeting. The Federation planned in 
the beginning to hire the very largest hall possible, but no hall seemed 
obtainable. The Government saw to that. Anarchism thus continues 
to be outlawed. As a last resort the Labour Temple was applied for, 
and the hall was very willingly granted, merely for the sake of the 
principles of “ free speech and free assemblage.” Thus we decided to 
have the meeting hero, glad of even a small hall wherein to express 
oursolves and raise our moral protest in defence of our suffering and 
persecuted comrades. Unexpectedly, however, a few days before the 
meeting we were informed that the last free speech upholders had gone 
the way of their predecessors. The Labour Temple managers changed 
their mind about tho meeting and broke their voluntary agreement. 
Scores of workers who did not learn of this came in the fierce rainy

France.
Syndicalism holds at present the centre of the stngo here, tho 

struggle between those who favour centralisation, dictatorship, and 
participation in politics, and the revolutionary element that opposes all 
such tendencies, being most bitter. Our exchanges have contained 
little else during the past few weeks. Le Libertairc expresses itself as 
well pleased with the work accomplished at the Preliminary Inter
national Conference of Revolutionary Syndicalists, held in Berlin on 
.June 16, 17, 18, and 19. Its declaration of principles is lengthy, but, 
as illustrating tho general trend of thought, we translate the second 
clause, which runs as follows: —

“ Revolutionary Syndicalism is the confirmed enemy of all monopoly, 
and seeks its abolition through the media of economic communes and 
other administrative machinery operated by the workers, whether of 
town or country, through a system of Councils free from all subordina
tion to power or politics. As against tho politics of State and parties 
it sets up tho organisation of Labour on an economic basis; as against 
the governing of men, the management of things. Consequently it has 
not as its aim the conquest of political power but tho abolition of all 
the functions now exercised by the Stato. It considers that with the 
disappearance of monopoly in property must come also the disappear
ance of domination, and that the State in all its forms, tho ‘ Dictator
ship of the Proletariat’ included, can never bo an instrument for 
securing the freedom of the people but will be always the creator of 
new monopolios and new privileges.”

This Conference was attended by delegates from central Labour 
bodies and confederations in Russia, Italy, Spain, France, Norway, and 
Sweden. It is, we think, safe to say that oven the drawing up, and 
still more the passing, of such a declaration of principles would have
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“FREEDOM.”

Though no meeting was held, yet the moral effect was the stronger. 
The refusal to rent any hall proved more emphatically than a hundred 
protest meetings could that at present there are no such things as freo 
speech and free assemblage in this country. For centuries past tyrants 
wore ever endeavouring through ruthless oppression to stifle men’s 
thoughts; till this day they have not learnt that ideas are more 
powerful than the individuals who proclaim them.
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from prison, whore he served a four and a half years’ sentence for anti- 
militaiy propaganda. Armand has been long known as a distinguished 
writer, and Le. Liberlaire and other Anarchist papers worked strenu
ously for his release, llo has started immediately a paper, L'en Dehors, 
which he announces as being the implacable enemy of “ Archism,” or 
rule by some of others, in nil its manifestations. On this samo subject 
he has now in preparation another book which ho expects to publish 
soon.

Les Vagabonds is another “ Individualist-Libeitarian ” journal that 
comes to our table. Tt reviews the Individualist and Communist move
ment in quite a number of countries and in many of its phases. A 
special issue devoted to England is promised, and note is taken of 
Freedom's attitude toward the “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat.” Wo 
find our standard of values, however, differing greatly from that of the 
reviewer. Evidently he considers the historical articles on Bakunin, 
contributed to Freedom by Max Nettlau, ns of great interest, and with 
this we cordially agree. On the other hand, ho speaks of the Russian 
question as “ tedious." Wo confess ourselves astonished. As it seems 
to us, this is one of the most poignant chapters in all our race’s history, 
and tho importance of our taking up a correct attitude toward it is 
something quite impossible to overrate. We can understand the serious 
student being overwhelmed by a drama so stupendous. That it should 
bore him is amazing.

The increasing number of these French periodicals and reviews 
surely testifies to a great awakening of thought and interest. No 
symptom could be more healthy.

Our appeal last month for financial help has brought a fairly good 
response, but we must have considerably more money at once if tho 
papor is to continue publication. Money is an immediate and urgent 
necessity. If you cannot make a donation yourself, perhaps you can 
got others to do so. You might get some annual subscriptions for 
Freedom, or sell the paper at meetings, or help us to dispose of our 
large stock of Anarchist literature. We want agents everywhere, and 
you might become one in your district. But in any ease do what you 
can personally to help your paper. It is the only Anarchist paper in 
the country, it is a paper that has no axe to grind, no one behind it 
seeking office of any kind ; and wo earnestly ask you who are reading 
these lines to do all you can at once to give it a push The life of 
— n The following donations
have been received :—

E. M. 4s.,

soldier to every 1,000 inhabitants.
I__
ever y 50, or thereabouts.” In its J uno issue this paper is in a strenuous 
controversy with M. Follin, of L'Ordre Xalurel, also Individualist- 
Anarchist; bitterly attacks Jean 1

than it is to-day We express with profound regret our conviction 
that in England, Scotland, and Wales that development has yet to 
come.

An important Congress of the new United General Confederation 
of Labour—the C.G.T.U.— has been held at Saint Etienne, in connec
tion with which the Anarchist delegates issued a splendidly frank 
manifesto.

A translation, into French from tho Italian, of Luigi Fabbris 
work, “Dictatorship and Revolution,” is announced. Ibis book we 
hope to review in an early issue of Freedom. In this connection we 
express ourselves much astonished at the variety and volume of litera
ture being issued by ‘LLa Librairie Social©,” as advertised in Le Liber- 
taire. Two reflections suggost themselves. The first is that the 
Anarchists broadmindedly publish and advertise Socialist works, their 
object beiDg to get the social problem studied from every angle. 1 he 
second is that, according to the reports of all booksellers and news
agents, the demand for radical and revolutionary literature in England 
has sunk almost to zero.

Anti-military and anti clerical agitation seems to bo particularly 
active in France just now, as well it may be.

Le lieveil de I'Esclave, Individualist-Anarchist, reproduces the 
following sont to the Daily Xeirs, of London, by its Now \oik co’’e' 
spondentPresident Wilson asked for a standing army of 500 000. 
General Pershing is now asking despairingly for one of 150,000. --------- . . . • n Qne

Ono notes here that Canada has

Tho others received sentences running from fourteen years downwards, 

tho other hand, the verdict and sentences wero greeted by the orthodox 
papers with shouts of joy. On leaving the dock, to begin his term of 
fifteen years’ imprisonment, Parrini turned to tho Court and said: “At 
this moment wo have no feeling of hatred for you. In our attitude 
toward you we remain, as always, faithful to that principle of love 
which informs all our thought. Oh ! Love 1 Tho future belongs to 
thee. You we forgivo."

The “ Diana affair ” grew directly out of tho prolonged imprison
ment, without trial, of Malatesta and other comrades, who subsequently 
were acquitted. Tho news that they had gono on a hunger strike, in 
order to compel the authorities to bring their cases boforo tho courts, 
and tho report that some of them wero dying, had worked up revolu
tionary indignation to fever pitch. As happens always undor tho 
existing barbarism—the result is punished ferociously; tho causo goes 
still unwhipped.

T. S. 10s., A. J. R. £1, W. D. £1, B. Black 2s. fid., 
E. R. £1, W. M. S. 2s. 6d., A. D. M
Wetter 10s. 9d., T. Cooney 8s., “
Francisco) £1 Is. 9d., A. Corum

;ord» fo/ nJolm 8ShZt’ Mill and Oscar Wild? Fmbdom depends on your efforts this month,
approvingly, and sneers at Herbert Spencer. We permit, oursolves the
liberty of pointing out that Benjamin R Tucker’s estimate of Spencer
is very different, and that Tucker, on the subject of Individualist- 
Anarchism, is an acknowledged master. -
could get more of these controversies in England. They show, at least 
that thought is stirring.

by its Now Yoik corre-

. of 150,000. 
Congress, however, is inclined to limit it to 100,000, which gives 

I
one to every l'oo6, .Japan one to every 100, while France has one to
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the revolutionary movement.

Parliamentary representatives are
families whose complaint is that thoir sons, of the 1901 cluss, allied to

all wrong. • •
The great amalgamations taking place to-day are i 

recognition by capitalists that their interests are mutual.
Leverhulme has practically gained control of all the soap companies

Under the that Boldrini had no hand in the uttack and was entirely innocent.

Number of Individuals 
Assessed. 
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...... .... 15,904 
...... ...... 6,416 
...... ...... 2,549
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Italy.
Here the situation evidently goes from bad to worse. Ina power

fully comprehensive review of world conditions llllisveglio(Geneva) says:
all advantages of this process of transformation, grows the mass of ««Throughout Italy misery increases, daily the crisis makes itself felt
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for eighteen months, with no prospect of relief in sight. Umanild Nova 
solemnly counsels patience. “The Genoa Conference has been working 
for peace."

The trial, at Milan, of the Anarchists and Syndicalists charged 
with causing the bomb explosion in the Diana Theatre in that city, has 
ended in the acquittal of three of the accused and the passing of terrible 
sentences on fourteen others. Mariani and Boldrini are sent to prison 
for life, the former being also condemned to ton years’ and the luttor to 
seven years' solitary confinement. Aguggini. in consideration of the

Railway Act of 1921 the 121 separate railway companies in this 
untry have been amalgamated in four group companies. This is 

expected to prove so beneficial to the many thousands of shareholders 
that the price of the shares has since increased enormously. All 
the economies effected in working under the new system will go 
into the pockets of the shareholders. Not one capitalist has been 
killed by this “concentration of capital.

To-day, owing to the great power of advertising, large fortunes 
are being made out of such insignificant things as toffee, chocolate, 
chewing gum, corsets, patent medicines, flea powder, and other 
modern luxuries unknown to Karl Marx.

The fact is that the inventive genius of man has brought into 
existence machinery which produces wealth in such profusion that 
unless the workers could keep it in their own hands a great increase 
in the number of wealthy people was inevitable. As the workers 
have no control over the wealth they produce, the number of those 
financially interested in the present system increases year by year, 
and this tendency will continue until we put an end to exploitation 
and monopoly and build a more humane and saner society.

- I -
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employer has certified that he has bought the unhappy emigrant’s
Meanwhile the Fascisti have taken in hand the task 

of reconstruction by burning down Labour’s meeting places and the 
dwellings of such workingmen as are too rebellious to bend the knee to 
the employer or to show respect to the misgoverning Government and 
its laws, which send the honest workers to the galleys while acquitting 
and protecting Mussolini’s brigands. Thus the Monarchy, allied to 
criminal Fascistism and with its royal guards, carabinieri, spies, pimps, 
receivers, thieves, etc., is dragging the country back to medieval 
barbarism." The review goes on to say that in Switzerland things are 
little better. If, on the one hand, they have no Fascisti, on the other 
baud they are crushed by Draconian legislation against the rebel, and 
by immigration restrictions. Political refugees are extradited remorse
lessly and without the slightest ceremony. “ In Austria and Germany 
one sees men and women, who are not beggars, in tatters or, at best, 
clad in patched garments. The food is of the worst. Apart from the 
bourgeoisie and the priests, marks of suffering and exhaustion are 
visible on every face. A beaten people which has relapsed into silence; 
a whole generation crippled and deformed. The conquered.”

In Umanitd .Vova Malatesta is conducting a long controversy on 
Syndicalism—a subject that has to be thrashed out, since opinions 
differ widely. Evidently he is meeting with considerable Italian oppo
sition, and his own position, viz., that “the Syndicates can and ought 
to play a most useful, and perhaps necessary, part in the transition to 
an equalitarian society," is strongly qualified. He insists that they 
must be taken only at their proper value, and that we have always to 
be on our guard against their natural tendency to become simply tho 
champions of certain special interests. Ilis article concludes: “The 
Syndicates will be of great service during the revolutionary period— 
provided always that they are as little Syndicalistic as is possible."

Italian politics sink more and more deeply into the savagery of 
jungle life. There are now nineteen political groups in Italy, two new 
ones having developed recently; and each, when it is not sticking its 
knife into the others, is bargaining for loaves and fishes. The mutual 
extermination might be, iudeed, a blessing. Of the never-ending 
intrigues the sole victims are, in the final analysis, the workers.

Meanwhile, the Fascisti, always supported by the existing Govern
ment, aie at present a leal power. They held u largely attended 
Congress in Rome recently, at which “Co-operatives and Syndicalism" 
was the subject for discussion. According to their own figures, they 
have now formed more than two thousand Syndicates with a momber- 

This is, of course, a counter-organising against

Range of Total Income.
Not exceeding.
. £2,500 ...
. 3,000 ...
. 4,000 ...
. 5,000 ...
. 10,000 ...
. 20,000 ...
. 50,000 ...
. 100,000 ... 
. 150,000 ...

According to further figures quoted by Mr. J. Swan, M.P., since 
1914 the number of persons with incomes exceeding £100,000 has 
increased from 80 to 126. And from the Chancellor’s figures we see 
that the number of incomes exceeding £5,000 a year has increased 
from 9,259 in 1907 to 25,422 in 1922. No signs there of the 
capitalists killing one another.

In the United States the figures tell the same tale. In 1919, 
according to figures published by the Internal Revenue Bureau, there 
were 6,639 incomes of 90,000 dole, or over, of which 65 exceeded 
1,000,000 dols. and five 5,000,000 dols. In the previous year only 
one (that of John D. Rockefeller, sen.) exceeded 5,000,000 dols.

In Forward (Glasgow) of May 20 there is an article by “ A. P. L.” 
on the Bolsheviks and Georgians, in which the writer deals with an 
article on the same subject in a previous issue by our comrade 
W. Tcherkesoff. In order to discredit Tcherkesoff, “ A. P. L.” tries 
to pour ridicule on Tcherkesoff's pamphlet, “ Concentration of 
Capital: a Marxian Fallacy ” (published by Freedom Press). “ A. P.L.” 
says, “I know little of Marx,” and then goes on to prove his self
asserted ignorance, for he says that it is obvious to him that “ the 
growing amalgamation of Capitalist forces is a fact; this concen
trated control under fewer hands is on the increase all around us.” 
Now, Marx never foretold the amalgamation of capitalist forces. He 
prophesied the very opposite of that, but in treating the subject in 
this way “A. P. L.” has merely copied the trickery of so many 
Marxian writers. As this question is a very’ important one for the 
revolutionary movement, we will first explain the theory of Marx 
and then show how present-day facts and figures contradict the 
theory absolutely.

In Vol. I. of “ Capital ” (pp. 788-9, English edition) Marx says: 
“Capitalist production begets, with the inexorability of a law 

of Nature, its own negation. It is the negation of negation.............
This expropriation [of many capitalists by few] is accomplished by 
the action of the imminent laws of capitalist production itself, by 
the centralisation of capital. Along with the constantly diminish
ing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolise

misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation. more cruelly, and the now-starving, who fought for the glory of their
Here it is plain that Marx prophesies that there will be a constancy country, cannot get even a passport to leave it unless some foreign 
diminishing number of capitalists—(One capitalist kills many—Ein •
Kapitalist schlagt vicle tot, says Marx). On the strength 'of this labour-power, 
prophecy Social Democrats for many’ years taught that the only
thing necessary for the Social Revolution was to organise the workers 
politically whilst the capitalists fought between themselves until
only a mere handful would be left for the workers to expropriate.
The present writer several times heard H. M. Hyndman say that in
forming the great Trusts the capitalists were “ doing our work,” and
many Socialist writers and speakers in this country propagated the 
same fallacy.

Fifty years have passed since Marx formulated his theory, and
we might reasonably expect to see some signs of its working by this
time. But when we look around do we find fewer rich men, fewer
wealthy parasites, or do we not rather see many more? Without
knowing anything of the statistics dealing with the growth of large
incomes, any observant and intelligent person can see that the
number of wealthy people living in fine mansions and riding in
luxurious motor-cars is now greater than ever. Within twenty miles
of London alone there has of recent years been an enormous increase
in the number of large bouses, with garages attached, which only
men of wealth could maintain. But perhaps a few figures will help 
to prove our point.

According to the income tax returns, in the year 1906-7 there
were 38,318 incomes from £500 to £1,000, and 29,821 from £1,000
to £5,000, whilst 9,259 had incomes of over £5,000 a year. In the
House of Commons on May 16 the Chancellor of the Exchequer gave
the following table showing the number of incomes exceeding £2,000
assessed to income tax up to March 31, 1922 (which he said was not
complete):—

Exceeding.
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3,000 .
4,000 .,
5,000 .
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Wo wish, however, that we
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United States.
We take the following from the bulletin (New Yoik) issued by 

the International Anarchist Aid Federation:—
An international protest meeting against the reign of oppression 

by the Socialist State upon tho Anarchist movement in Russia was 
arranged by this Federation It was to be held on Saturday, March 11, 
at the Labour Temple in New York. Handbills in five languages 
spread broadcast announced the meeting. The Federation planned in 
the beginning to hire the very largest hall possible, but no hall seemed 
obtainable. The Government saw to that. Anarchism thus continues 
to be outlawed. As a last resort the Labour Temple was applied for, 
and the hall was very willingly granted, merely for the sake of the 
principles of “ free speech and free assemblage.” Thus we decided to 
have the meeting hero, glad of even a small hall wherein to express 
oursolves and raise our moral protest in defence of our suffering and 
persecuted comrades. Unexpectedly, however, a few days before the 
meeting we were informed that the last free speech upholders had gone 
the way of their predecessors. The Labour Temple managers changed 
their mind about tho meeting and broke their voluntary agreement. 
Scores of workers who did not learn of this came in the fierce rainy

France.
Syndicalism holds at present the centre of the stngo here, tho 

struggle between those who favour centralisation, dictatorship, and 
participation in politics, and the revolutionary element that opposes all 
such tendencies, being most bitter. Our exchanges have contained 
little else during the past few weeks. Le Libertairc expresses itself as 
well pleased with the work accomplished at the Preliminary Inter
national Conference of Revolutionary Syndicalists, held in Berlin on 
.June 16, 17, 18, and 19. Its declaration of principles is lengthy, but, 
as illustrating tho general trend of thought, we translate the second 
clause, which runs as follows: —

“ Revolutionary Syndicalism is the confirmed enemy of all monopoly, 
and seeks its abolition through the media of economic communes and 
other administrative machinery operated by the workers, whether of 
town or country, through a system of Councils free from all subordina
tion to power or politics. As against tho politics of State and parties 
it sets up tho organisation of Labour on an economic basis; as against 
the governing of men, the management of things. Consequently it has 
not as its aim the conquest of political power but tho abolition of all 
the functions now exercised by the Stato. It considers that with the 
disappearance of monopoly in property must come also the disappear
ance of domination, and that the State in all its forms, tho ‘ Dictator
ship of the Proletariat’ included, can never bo an instrument for 
securing the freedom of the people but will be always the creator of 
new monopolios and new privileges.”

This Conference was attended by delegates from central Labour 
bodies and confederations in Russia, Italy, Spain, France, Norway, and 
Sweden. It is, we think, safe to say that oven the drawing up, and 
still more the passing, of such a declaration of principles would have
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“FREEDOM.”

Though no meeting was held, yet the moral effect was the stronger. 
The refusal to rent any hall proved more emphatically than a hundred 
protest meetings could that at present there are no such things as freo 
speech and free assemblage in this country. For centuries past tyrants 
wore ever endeavouring through ruthless oppression to stifle men’s 
thoughts; till this day they have not learnt that ideas are more 
powerful than the individuals who proclaim them.
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from prison, whore he served a four and a half years’ sentence for anti- 
militaiy propaganda. Armand has been long known as a distinguished 
writer, and Le. Liberlaire and other Anarchist papers worked strenu
ously for his release, llo has started immediately a paper, L'en Dehors, 
which he announces as being the implacable enemy of “ Archism,” or 
rule by some of others, in nil its manifestations. On this samo subject 
he has now in preparation another book which ho expects to publish 
soon.

Les Vagabonds is another “ Individualist-Libeitarian ” journal that 
comes to our table. Tt reviews the Individualist and Communist move
ment in quite a number of countries and in many of its phases. A 
special issue devoted to England is promised, and note is taken of 
Freedom's attitude toward the “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat.” Wo 
find our standard of values, however, differing greatly from that of the 
reviewer. Evidently he considers the historical articles on Bakunin, 
contributed to Freedom by Max Nettlau, ns of great interest, and with 
this we cordially agree. On the other hand, ho speaks of the Russian 
question as “ tedious." Wo confess ourselves astonished. As it seems 
to us, this is one of the most poignant chapters in all our race’s history, 
and tho importance of our taking up a correct attitude toward it is 
something quite impossible to overrate. We can understand the serious 
student being overwhelmed by a drama so stupendous. That it should 
bore him is amazing.

The increasing number of these French periodicals and reviews 
surely testifies to a great awakening of thought and interest. No 
symptom could be more healthy.

Our appeal last month for financial help has brought a fairly good 
response, but we must have considerably more money at once if tho 
papor is to continue publication. Money is an immediate and urgent 
necessity. If you cannot make a donation yourself, perhaps you can 
got others to do so. You might get some annual subscriptions for 
Freedom, or sell the paper at meetings, or help us to dispose of our 
large stock of Anarchist literature. We want agents everywhere, and 
you might become one in your district. But in any ease do what you 
can personally to help your paper. It is the only Anarchist paper in 
the country, it is a paper that has no axe to grind, no one behind it 
seeking office of any kind ; and wo earnestly ask you who are reading 
these lines to do all you can at once to give it a push The life of 
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than it is to-day We express with profound regret our conviction 
that in England, Scotland, and Wales that development has yet to 
come.

An important Congress of the new United General Confederation 
of Labour—the C.G.T.U.— has been held at Saint Etienne, in connec
tion with which the Anarchist delegates issued a splendidly frank 
manifesto.

A translation, into French from tho Italian, of Luigi Fabbris 
work, “Dictatorship and Revolution,” is announced. Ibis book we 
hope to review in an early issue of Freedom. In this connection we 
express ourselves much astonished at the variety and volume of litera
ture being issued by ‘LLa Librairie Social©,” as advertised in Le Liber- 
taire. Two reflections suggost themselves. The first is that the 
Anarchists broadmindedly publish and advertise Socialist works, their 
object beiDg to get the social problem studied from every angle. 1 he 
second is that, according to the reports of all booksellers and news
agents, the demand for radical and revolutionary literature in England 
has sunk almost to zero.

Anti-military and anti clerical agitation seems to bo particularly 
active in France just now, as well it may be.

Le lieveil de I'Esclave, Individualist-Anarchist, reproduces the 
following sont to the Daily Xeirs, of London, by its Now \oik co’’e' 
spondentPresident Wilson asked for a standing army of 500 000. 
General Pershing is now asking despairingly for one of 150,000. --------- . . . • n Qne

Ono notes here that Canada has

Tho others received sentences running from fourteen years downwards, 

tho other hand, the verdict and sentences wero greeted by the orthodox 
papers with shouts of joy. On leaving the dock, to begin his term of 
fifteen years’ imprisonment, Parrini turned to tho Court and said: “At 
this moment wo have no feeling of hatred for you. In our attitude 
toward you we remain, as always, faithful to that principle of love 
which informs all our thought. Oh ! Love 1 Tho future belongs to 
thee. You we forgivo."

The “ Diana affair ” grew directly out of tho prolonged imprison
ment, without trial, of Malatesta and other comrades, who subsequently 
were acquitted. Tho news that they had gono on a hunger strike, in 
order to compel the authorities to bring their cases boforo tho courts, 
and tho report that some of them wero dying, had worked up revolu
tionary indignation to fever pitch. As happens always undor tho 
existing barbarism—the result is punished ferociously; tho causo goes 
still unwhipped.

T. S. 10s., A. J. R. £1, W. D. £1, B. Black 2s. fid., 
E. R. £1, W. M. S. 2s. 6d., A. D. M
Wetter 10s. 9d., T. Cooney 8s., “
Francisco) £1 Is. 9d., A. Corum

;ord» fo/ nJolm 8ShZt’ Mill and Oscar Wild? Fmbdom depends on your efforts this month,
approvingly, and sneers at Herbert Spencer. We permit, oursolves the
liberty of pointing out that Benjamin R Tucker’s estimate of Spencer
is very different, and that Tucker, on the subject of Individualist- 
Anarchism, is an acknowledged master. -
could get more of these controversies in England. They show, at least 
that thought is stirring.

by its Now Yoik corre-

. of 150,000. 
Congress, however, is inclined to limit it to 100,000, which gives 

I
one to every l'oo6, .Japan one to every 100, while France has one to
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June 7 over 800 families (involving probably over 4,000 people) have Conservatism, Radicalism, or Red Communism of the Moscow pattern.
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By no possibility could a more auspicious moment have
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Our Swiss comrades are preparing for the celebration of the 
Congress of St. Imier, which in September, 1872, half a century ago, 
whs the first to formulate tho principles by which the International 
Anarchist Movement still steers its course The Congress was the 
immediate sequel of tho Marx-Bakunin controversy which split the old 
International from stem to stern, and revealed, once and for all, tho 
unbridgeable chasm that separates Authoritarians from Anti-Authori
tarians, State worshippers from State abhorreis. Wo reproduce, trans
lated fionr the original French, the three resolutions adopted by the 
Congress, which were as follows: —

(1) That the first duty of the proletariat is the destruction of 
all political power.

(2) That every organisation formed for the capture of political 
power, even though it may claim to be provisional and revolutionary, 
and may assert that it seeks to destroy political power, is merely 
another deception which will turn out to be as great a danger to the 
proletariat as are the Governments existing to-day.

(3) That, while rejecting all compromises as a means»of bringing 
about the Social Revolution, the proletariat of every country ought 
to establish a solidarity of revolutionary action which shall be outside 
of and apart from bourgeois politics.

Assuredly those resolutions did not compass the entire field of 
Anarchist activities. No resolutions could. No true Anarchist would 
endorse a Congress that attempted to dictate the future and map out 
dogmatically the road to be trodden by a humanity struggling to escape 
from slavery. The Congress, held half a century ago, could not even 
presume to present an economic programme that would guarantee to 
free the world from parasites and unhorse the rider still seated on 
Labour’s back. All it could say was that the rider must be unseated ; 
that special privilege—this was Bakunin’s incessant cry—must be 
abolished by a united revolutionary effort; that the political system 
existing at any given moment was the necessary outcome and insepar
able shadow of the economic system then dominant, and that it was an 
absurdity to believe that one of these Siamese twins could be expected 
to kill the other.

Political Socialism never has been able to understand this simple 
truth. We believe ourselves to be speaking justly when we say that, 
misguided by leaders intoxicated with the dream of power, it has not 
understood because it did not want to understand. Even to-’day it will 
not see that a rider is a rider, and that to the poor beast of Labour it 
makes not an atom of difference whether the master astride of him 
belongs to the Left Wing or tho Right, whether ho wears tho tag of

been thus rendered homeless. If a street is inhabited entirely by 
Catholics, it is invaded by an Orange mob, “ usually accompanied 
by specials, who provide the petrol, the firearms, and immunity from 
interruption. Whole streets are burnt or wrecked, and their inhabi
tants maltreated, sometimes shot or bombed.” If the street has a 
mixed population, the Catholics receive an
quit, which they ignore at their peril. Sometimes the house is 
looted and wrecked, but if it is preserved it is handed over to a 
Protestant family. “ There is,” says the correspondent, “no redress 
for the Catholic, The Union .Jack goes up to mark this new addition 
to the British Empire and the downfall of Popery.”

The Catholics retaliate by burning down business premises 
owned by Protestants, and this is made an excuse for further attacks 
on Catholic districts by the specials. At night, says the Manchester 
Guardian correspondent, “ caged cars and lorries will come crashing

It has not been easy for the Labour world to grasp the situation. 
In reality, no one can outline clearly, as yet, the vast readjustment 
that must be made to complete the industrial revolution by placing its 
achievements at the equal service of all mankind. The most we can 
say at present is that Monopoly must go; that no one class must bo 
allowed to hold another class in helpless pawn ; that equal freedom of 

anonymous warning to opportunity must be given to all. The problem is strictly economic. 
The end aimed at is the abolition of the rule of some by others, and 
this involves the eradication of special privilege in all its forms.

Fortunately, events have cleared the way. The War revealed to 
all the world, as by a flash of lightning, to what tho much-vaunted 
Social-Democratic Party amounted as a revolutionary force. Since 
then all Socialistic parties have marched steadily down the path of 
failure, and it only remained for the Russian Marxists, under the 
so-called “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat,” to take tho final, fatal

machine-gun and rifle bullets, raking every side-street and passage
way with their fire, indifferent to whom or what they hit.” As a 
result, the wards of the Mater Hospital are filled to overflowing 
with women and children suffering from gunshot wounds. Can we 
wonder that Catholic Belfast is convinced that “ such casualties 
form part of a special campaign to exterminate the Catholics of the 
city”? This campaign increased in intensity after the arrival of 
Sir Henry Wilson, who acted as military adviser to the Northern 
Government. With the help of men and money from the English 
Government, Belfast has become a veritable hell to its Catholic 
inhabitants. This murderous campaign is described as “ anarchy ” 
by the newspaper correspondent, but he and his employers know 
that when you see murder en masse, when you hear the rattle of the 
machine-gun and the crash of the high explosive, you may be sure 
the State is at its grim work of killing those who refuse to bend the 
knee at its altars. All the blood that has. ever been shed by 
Anarchists is but as a drop in the ocean compared with that shed 
every year by the cruel, insensate’monster we call the State.L nhappy Ireland is still the scene of bitter strife. Seven 

hundred years of English misrule was bound to have its aftermath, 
and it now culminates in civil war—Nationalists against Nationalists 
in the South, Protestants against Catholics in the North. In addi
tion, Irishmen shooting Irishmen in London. One paper describes 
the situation in Belfast as “ anarchy,” and Mr. Arthur Griffiths says 
the assassination of Sir Henry Wilson is an “ anarchic deed.” Never 
was there a grosser distortion of the ideas of Anarchism, which is 
opposed to government in every shape and form. The civil war and 
also the assassination are the direct result of government. In the 
South both sides are Governmentalists, and differ only as to the 
form of government for Ireland. In the North, the shooting is 
carried on principally by the Orange special constables, organised by 
the Lister Government and financed by the English Government, 
which also supports them with an army of twenty-three battalions 
of soldiers. That is not Anarchy, that is the triumph of government 
A.D.1922.

The shooting of Sir Henry Wilson, on June 23, by two young 
Irishmen, at the door of his house in the West End of London, 
brought the Irish question home to the public, who, as usual, vented 
their wrath on effects rather than on causes. Everybody wanted to 
know why the Government had not given police protection to the 
Field-Marshal; no one stopped to inquire why these young Irishmen 
should have selected him as a target. No one connected events in 
Belfast with the event in Eaton Square, but there is a connection. 
Sir Henry Wilson, who was an Ulsterman, had been called in by 
the Ulster Government to assist in the maintenance of “ law and 
order,’ which meant driving every Nationalist and Catholic out of 
Belfast, if not out of Ulster. A correspondent of the Manchester 
Guardian has given a vivid description of the reign of terror now 
existing in Belfast. About two years ago 8,000 Catholic workmen 
were driven out of the shipyards and have since been unable to get 
employment there. With the grant of self-government to Northern 
Ireland the persecution of Catholics increased. The latter quite 
naturally tried to defend themselves, and received armed assistance 
from their friends in the South. The Ulster Government then 
organised and armed a force of special constables to the number of 
49,000, largely recruited from Orangemen, who have been allowed a 
free hand in terrorising the Catholics.

One of the principal activities of this force is the eviction of 
Catholics from their homes. Between Easter -of this year and

plunge.
We trust that our Swiss comrades will make their celebration a 

, . - - great success.
and swaying down the narrow streets, pouring out volleys of been found.
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I did not grasp its meaning until later.
r
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large conducted me through that there was something wrong somewhere. How else explain 
shining with lovely copper the difference between the care the children rceived at the Hotel 
letail. * de 1’Europe and those of the school on Kronversky Prospektz

rnnpiviiw and distributing 'There the children were given the best of everything food.

e

were exniuiveu, puuuu-u mu uivij

These schools received the cream of everything

«•

lad) Allied intervention and the blockade are chiefly responsible

equitably. The Bolshevik system itself involved discrimination 
and inequality in regard to the children, as it did in the treatment
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They were bathed 
reneral treatment.

line' waiting to be admitted to the high officials 
r_‘ , of snowshoes.

creat tact to divide these among the sixty-five children without O . . n l i 1

*

I1R117

Here, indeed, was
proof of the reports that had come to America about the great of the foreign missions 
things done for children in Russia.

There was only one disturbing note in the beautiful picture.

In the winter of 1920 the shortage of fuel was so great in 
It was therefore 

few rooms as possible. 
The children, 

looked healthy, well fed,

There the children were given 
clothing, rooms, concerts, dances

I I I H

STAINLESS HAROtNtD 
i I

muiiumiiu an 
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, disclosed that 
they were in isola-

. Russia. Yet whatever there was of 
for the children could have been distributed more

Pupils and teacher agreed that a sign 
Thief!*’ i

twenty-five pairs of snowshoes.

,—a look of humiliation and
No, not the child was the offender. It was

shoes. My friend had to waste much of her time and all her 
nergy in the various departments of the Education Board.
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Some contagious disease?” 
but they are little thieves, 

from the other children.”
1 was dumbfounded

Tolstoy us 
his i

and
so

It took her two weeks to get twenty wooden spoons for her 
sixtv-five children. After a whole month of effort, of standing in 

, she was given 
It required much wisdom and

1 i

situation obtained in practice, 
In tho first place, the system of

schools itself was vicious, demoralising, and estab

things done for children in Russia. 
I

A chance remark of my hostess, tho physician 
several children could not be seen because 
tion.”• • 

t •
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of the workers. For the latter there were various categories of 
rations, officially planned and carried out.

For the children the same situation obtained in practice, 
though more unofficially.
“ show ” L_

23

1 saw before mo 
portrayed by Ernest Crosby.

school had stolen something.

considering the general situation
 were „ - ■. .

a short period they to be obtained with the greatest difficulty, up, ------- -- . ‘ , - . J , -i r rm---- --
remained in the school receiving elementary instruction, and later

38

tho schoolmaster 
One of the children in 

The other children had
denounced him as a thief and asked their teacher to punish him. 

g the inscription 
IK.

While putting the string over the boy’s head, Tolstoy was

he, Tolstoy, and the -other children—all of society—that could 
commit such a cruel thing, to brand the child a thief.

Never again thereafter was a child punished in Tolstoy’s 
school. Yet here in great, free, revolutionary Russia were 
children punished, kept isolated, branded thieves, and continu
ously spoken of as “ moral defectives.” I was disturbed, and 
puzzled. However, 1 would not let that obscure the beautiful 
picture I saw in the Hotel de l’Europe.

A little later I was visited by a woman I had known in
America for many years. With her husband and young son, she 
had rushed to their native land shortly after the February Revolu
tion. She had participated in the great October days, and since 
then she had been engaged in various work, but her main interest 
was in the care of children. At the time of her visit she was 
matron in an internat, a boarding school for girls. The woman 
related to me much about her work, the children, and spoke of 
the bitter struggle to procure the necessary things for her school. 

 Her story was so utterly at variance with what I had seen at 
the Hotel de l’Europe that I could not credit it. Yet I knew 
my friend to be absolutely honest and trustworthy. It seemed 
inexplicable.

I asked my friend to remain for supper. We talked about 
people we both had known in America, about the October 
Revolution and its effect upon the oppressed of the world, while 
I was peeling potatoes in my improvised kitchenette.

“ Don’t throw the peelings away,” my friend warned me. 
” Why, what do you want with the peelings?” I asked.
“ The children make potato cakes of them and are so glad 

to get them.”
“ The children?” I wondered. “ IIow is that possible? 

Are they not getting the first rations?” I saw myself at the 
Hotel de l’Europe that the children were fed on milk, cocoa, rice, 
farina, white bread, chocolate, even meat.

My visitor smiled. ” Come to my school,” she said, ” and 
convince yourself.”

I went, not once but many times. There I saw the other 
side of the medal. Yet even then I would not be convinced so 
easily. There were sixty-five children in that school. Their 
food was scanty and of poor quality. Most of them were sus
tained by what their people or relatives sent from the country.

It is called pokazatelnaija shkola, model school, literally “show They had little warm clothing, and the majority were without

I asked. ” No,” said the 
so we must keep them away

Petrograd that the population all but perished, 
necessary to crowd the children in as , o-----
But they were clean, well kept, and comfortable. The children, causing envy, hatred, and quarrels among them,
averaging from six to thirteen years, looked healthy, well fed, Each time I revisited that school I became more convinced
and contented. The physician in charge conducted me through that there was something wrong somewhere. How else exp iun
tho place, including the kitchen, shining with lovely copper (he difference between the care the children rceived at the Hote
dishes, and explained everything in detail. de l’Europe and those of the schoo on Kronversky I rospekt.

The school was used as a sort of receiving and distributing There the children were given the best of e\en thing food,
centre. Children were brought there from all part of Russia, clothing, rooms, concerts, dances—-in fact, almost too much
from the provinces mostly. They came in vermin-eaten clothes, considering the general situation. Here the children had so li e
einaeiut<‘(l and ill. They were bathed, weighed, measured, fed that they were constantly hungry, and what little they got had
un and given general treatment. For a short period they to be obtained with the greatest difficulty. i f
remained in the school receiving elementary instruction, and later Soon 1 learned a few Biets lhere was not enough food o
[hev were sent to other boarding schools for children. clothing in Russia for all the children. The Bolshev.ki g t »

* What 1 saw impressed me tremendously. Here, indeed, was necessary to have a few show schools in each city for lw
1  •  delegations and reporters, lhe children

exhibited, paraded on every occasion, and written about. 
* ‘ What was left 

went to the other schools, which were of course in the majority.
Persons that visited the show schools only and judged of the 

care of children in Russia by them went away utterly ignorant 
of the true conditions of the mass of children under the Bolshevik 
regime.

for the terrible poverty in
life’s necessities 1

THE CARE OF THE CHILDREN.
The vicious circle created by the Communist State, 

which thwarts the most sincere endeavours, is nowhere 
evil and apparent as in the Bolshevik activities in behalf of the
child. For though much of the accounts of child life in Russia 
is mere legend, still it must be admitted that a great attempt 
had been made. Why has it failed?

I remember vividly the impression made upon me by one 
of the speakers at the second anniversary of the October Revolu
tion, held in Madison Square Garden, in 1919. The man had 
just returned from Russia. He roused the audience to great 
enthusiasm by his description of the care and treatment of the 
children in Russia. My heart went out to the people of that 
country—the masses who had thrown off the yoke of ages and 
were now being ” led by the hand of a child.” It was so 
wonderful.

All through my voyage on the floating prison, the Buford, 
the thought of the work done for children in Russia sustained 
and warmed my spirit. How full of promise was the future; 
how inspiring to become part of that splendid new life! But in 
Russia I realised that I had reckoned without the vicious circle 
—tho Socialist State which has compressed every effort within 
its orbit.

It is true that the Bolshcviki have attempted their utmost 
in regard to the child and education. It is also true that if 
they have failed to minister to the needs of the children of 
Russia, the fault is much more that of the enemies of the 
Russian Revolution than theirs. Intervention and the blockade 
have fallen heaviest upon the frail shoulders of innocent children 
and the sick. But even under more favourable conditions the 
Bureaucratic Frankenstein monster of the Bolshevik State could 
not but frustrate the best intentions and paralyse the supreme 
effort made by the Communists in behalf of the child and educa
tion.

It was not until I had been in Russia several weeks that I 
had an opportunity to visit the first school, the best in Petrograd, 

school.” I did not grasp its meaning until later. The school 
was situated in the Hotel de l’Europe, the place still retaining 
much of its former elegance, with spacious rooms, beautiful 
chandeliers, and luxurious furniture.

I 4
• »

. bearin
should be hung on the offender’s nee . .a . • ill *1.

struck by the look in tho child’s eyes 
dumb aceuBution. .
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Our Swiss comrades are preparing for the celebration of the 
Congress of St. Imier, which in September, 1872, half a century ago, 
whs the first to formulate tho principles by which the International 
Anarchist Movement still steers its course The Congress was the 
immediate sequel of tho Marx-Bakunin controversy which split the old 
International from stem to stern, and revealed, once and for all, tho 
unbridgeable chasm that separates Authoritarians from Anti-Authori
tarians, State worshippers from State abhorreis. Wo reproduce, trans
lated fionr the original French, the three resolutions adopted by the 
Congress, which were as follows: —

(1) That the first duty of the proletariat is the destruction of 
all political power.

(2) That every organisation formed for the capture of political 
power, even though it may claim to be provisional and revolutionary, 
and may assert that it seeks to destroy political power, is merely 
another deception which will turn out to be as great a danger to the 
proletariat as are the Governments existing to-day.

(3) That, while rejecting all compromises as a means»of bringing 
about the Social Revolution, the proletariat of every country ought 
to establish a solidarity of revolutionary action which shall be outside 
of and apart from bourgeois politics.

Assuredly those resolutions did not compass the entire field of 
Anarchist activities. No resolutions could. No true Anarchist would 
endorse a Congress that attempted to dictate the future and map out 
dogmatically the road to be trodden by a humanity struggling to escape 
from slavery. The Congress, held half a century ago, could not even 
presume to present an economic programme that would guarantee to 
free the world from parasites and unhorse the rider still seated on 
Labour’s back. All it could say was that the rider must be unseated ; 
that special privilege—this was Bakunin’s incessant cry—must be 
abolished by a united revolutionary effort; that the political system 
existing at any given moment was the necessary outcome and insepar
able shadow of the economic system then dominant, and that it was an 
absurdity to believe that one of these Siamese twins could be expected 
to kill the other.

Political Socialism never has been able to understand this simple 
truth. We believe ourselves to be speaking justly when we say that, 
misguided by leaders intoxicated with the dream of power, it has not 
understood because it did not want to understand. Even to-’day it will 
not see that a rider is a rider, and that to the poor beast of Labour it 
makes not an atom of difference whether the master astride of him 
belongs to the Left Wing or tho Right, whether ho wears tho tag of

been thus rendered homeless. If a street is inhabited entirely by 
Catholics, it is invaded by an Orange mob, “ usually accompanied 
by specials, who provide the petrol, the firearms, and immunity from 
interruption. Whole streets are burnt or wrecked, and their inhabi
tants maltreated, sometimes shot or bombed.” If the street has a 
mixed population, the Catholics receive an
quit, which they ignore at their peril. Sometimes the house is 
looted and wrecked, but if it is preserved it is handed over to a 
Protestant family. “ There is,” says the correspondent, “no redress 
for the Catholic, The Union .Jack goes up to mark this new addition 
to the British Empire and the downfall of Popery.”

The Catholics retaliate by burning down business premises 
owned by Protestants, and this is made an excuse for further attacks 
on Catholic districts by the specials. At night, says the Manchester 
Guardian correspondent, “ caged cars and lorries will come crashing

It has not been easy for the Labour world to grasp the situation. 
In reality, no one can outline clearly, as yet, the vast readjustment 
that must be made to complete the industrial revolution by placing its 
achievements at the equal service of all mankind. The most we can 
say at present is that Monopoly must go; that no one class must bo 
allowed to hold another class in helpless pawn ; that equal freedom of 

anonymous warning to opportunity must be given to all. The problem is strictly economic. 
The end aimed at is the abolition of the rule of some by others, and 
this involves the eradication of special privilege in all its forms.

Fortunately, events have cleared the way. The War revealed to 
all the world, as by a flash of lightning, to what tho much-vaunted 
Social-Democratic Party amounted as a revolutionary force. Since 
then all Socialistic parties have marched steadily down the path of 
failure, and it only remained for the Russian Marxists, under the 
so-called “ Dictatorship of the Proletariat,” to take tho final, fatal

machine-gun and rifle bullets, raking every side-street and passage
way with their fire, indifferent to whom or what they hit.” As a 
result, the wards of the Mater Hospital are filled to overflowing 
with women and children suffering from gunshot wounds. Can we 
wonder that Catholic Belfast is convinced that “ such casualties 
form part of a special campaign to exterminate the Catholics of the 
city”? This campaign increased in intensity after the arrival of 
Sir Henry Wilson, who acted as military adviser to the Northern 
Government. With the help of men and money from the English 
Government, Belfast has become a veritable hell to its Catholic 
inhabitants. This murderous campaign is described as “ anarchy ” 
by the newspaper correspondent, but he and his employers know 
that when you see murder en masse, when you hear the rattle of the 
machine-gun and the crash of the high explosive, you may be sure 
the State is at its grim work of killing those who refuse to bend the 
knee at its altars. All the blood that has. ever been shed by 
Anarchists is but as a drop in the ocean compared with that shed 
every year by the cruel, insensate’monster we call the State.L nhappy Ireland is still the scene of bitter strife. Seven 

hundred years of English misrule was bound to have its aftermath, 
and it now culminates in civil war—Nationalists against Nationalists 
in the South, Protestants against Catholics in the North. In addi
tion, Irishmen shooting Irishmen in London. One paper describes 
the situation in Belfast as “ anarchy,” and Mr. Arthur Griffiths says 
the assassination of Sir Henry Wilson is an “ anarchic deed.” Never 
was there a grosser distortion of the ideas of Anarchism, which is 
opposed to government in every shape and form. The civil war and 
also the assassination are the direct result of government. In the 
South both sides are Governmentalists, and differ only as to the 
form of government for Ireland. In the North, the shooting is 
carried on principally by the Orange special constables, organised by 
the Lister Government and financed by the English Government, 
which also supports them with an army of twenty-three battalions 
of soldiers. That is not Anarchy, that is the triumph of government 
A.D.1922.

The shooting of Sir Henry Wilson, on June 23, by two young 
Irishmen, at the door of his house in the West End of London, 
brought the Irish question home to the public, who, as usual, vented 
their wrath on effects rather than on causes. Everybody wanted to 
know why the Government had not given police protection to the 
Field-Marshal; no one stopped to inquire why these young Irishmen 
should have selected him as a target. No one connected events in 
Belfast with the event in Eaton Square, but there is a connection. 
Sir Henry Wilson, who was an Ulsterman, had been called in by 
the Ulster Government to assist in the maintenance of “ law and 
order,’ which meant driving every Nationalist and Catholic out of 
Belfast, if not out of Ulster. A correspondent of the Manchester 
Guardian has given a vivid description of the reign of terror now 
existing in Belfast. About two years ago 8,000 Catholic workmen 
were driven out of the shipyards and have since been unable to get 
employment there. With the grant of self-government to Northern 
Ireland the persecution of Catholics increased. The latter quite 
naturally tried to defend themselves, and received armed assistance 
from their friends in the South. The Ulster Government then 
organised and armed a force of special constables to the number of 
49,000, largely recruited from Orangemen, who have been allowed a 
free hand in terrorising the Catholics.

One of the principal activities of this force is the eviction of 
Catholics from their homes. Between Easter -of this year and

plunge.
We trust that our Swiss comrades will make their celebration a 

, . - - great success.
and swaying down the narrow streets, pouring out volleys of been found.
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I did not grasp its meaning until later.
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large conducted me through that there was something wrong somewhere. How else explain 
shining with lovely copper the difference between the care the children rceived at the Hotel 
letail. * de 1’Europe and those of the school on Kronversky Prospektz

rnnpiviiw and distributing 'There the children were given the best of everything food.
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These schools received the cream of everything
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lad) Allied intervention and the blockade are chiefly responsible

equitably. The Bolshevik system itself involved discrimination 
and inequality in regard to the children, as it did in the treatment
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They were bathed 
reneral treatment.

line' waiting to be admitted to the high officials 
r_‘ , of snowshoes.

creat tact to divide these among the sixty-five children without O . . n l i 1

*
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Here, indeed, was
proof of the reports that had come to America about the great of the foreign missions 
things done for children in Russia.

There was only one disturbing note in the beautiful picture.

In the winter of 1920 the shortage of fuel was so great in 
It was therefore 

few rooms as possible. 
The children, 

looked healthy, well fed,

There the children were given 
clothing, rooms, concerts, dances

I I I H

STAINLESS HAROtNtD 
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, disclosed that 
they were in isola-

. Russia. Yet whatever there was of 
for the children could have been distributed more

Pupils and teacher agreed that a sign 
Thief!*’ i

twenty-five pairs of snowshoes.

,—a look of humiliation and
No, not the child was the offender. It was

shoes. My friend had to waste much of her time and all her 
nergy in the various departments of the Education Board.
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Some contagious disease?” 
but they are little thieves, 

from the other children.”
1 was dumbfounded

Tolstoy us 
his i

and
so

It took her two weeks to get twenty wooden spoons for her 
sixtv-five children. After a whole month of effort, of standing in 

, she was given 
It required much wisdom and

1 i

situation obtained in practice, 
In tho first place, the system of

schools itself was vicious, demoralising, and estab

things done for children in Russia. 
I

A chance remark of my hostess, tho physician 
several children could not be seen because 
tion.”• • 

t •
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of the workers. For the latter there were various categories of 
rations, officially planned and carried out.

For the children the same situation obtained in practice, 
though more unofficially.
“ show ” L_

23

1 saw before mo 
portrayed by Ernest Crosby.

school had stolen something.

considering the general situation
 were „ - ■. .

a short period they to be obtained with the greatest difficulty, up, ------- -- . ‘ , - . J , -i r rm---- --
remained in the school receiving elementary instruction, and later

38

tho schoolmaster 
One of the children in 

The other children had
denounced him as a thief and asked their teacher to punish him. 

g the inscription 
IK.

While putting the string over the boy’s head, Tolstoy was

he, Tolstoy, and the -other children—all of society—that could 
commit such a cruel thing, to brand the child a thief.

Never again thereafter was a child punished in Tolstoy’s 
school. Yet here in great, free, revolutionary Russia were 
children punished, kept isolated, branded thieves, and continu
ously spoken of as “ moral defectives.” I was disturbed, and 
puzzled. However, 1 would not let that obscure the beautiful 
picture I saw in the Hotel de l’Europe.

A little later I was visited by a woman I had known in
America for many years. With her husband and young son, she 
had rushed to their native land shortly after the February Revolu
tion. She had participated in the great October days, and since 
then she had been engaged in various work, but her main interest 
was in the care of children. At the time of her visit she was 
matron in an internat, a boarding school for girls. The woman 
related to me much about her work, the children, and spoke of 
the bitter struggle to procure the necessary things for her school. 

 Her story was so utterly at variance with what I had seen at 
the Hotel de l’Europe that I could not credit it. Yet I knew 
my friend to be absolutely honest and trustworthy. It seemed 
inexplicable.

I asked my friend to remain for supper. We talked about 
people we both had known in America, about the October 
Revolution and its effect upon the oppressed of the world, while 
I was peeling potatoes in my improvised kitchenette.

“ Don’t throw the peelings away,” my friend warned me. 
” Why, what do you want with the peelings?” I asked.
“ The children make potato cakes of them and are so glad 

to get them.”
“ The children?” I wondered. “ IIow is that possible? 

Are they not getting the first rations?” I saw myself at the 
Hotel de l’Europe that the children were fed on milk, cocoa, rice, 
farina, white bread, chocolate, even meat.

My visitor smiled. ” Come to my school,” she said, ” and 
convince yourself.”

I went, not once but many times. There I saw the other 
side of the medal. Yet even then I would not be convinced so 
easily. There were sixty-five children in that school. Their 
food was scanty and of poor quality. Most of them were sus
tained by what their people or relatives sent from the country.

It is called pokazatelnaija shkola, model school, literally “show They had little warm clothing, and the majority were without

I asked. ” No,” said the 
so we must keep them away

Petrograd that the population all but perished, 
necessary to crowd the children in as , o-----
But they were clean, well kept, and comfortable. The children, causing envy, hatred, and quarrels among them,
averaging from six to thirteen years, looked healthy, well fed, Each time I revisited that school I became more convinced
and contented. The physician in charge conducted me through that there was something wrong somewhere. How else exp iun
tho place, including the kitchen, shining with lovely copper (he difference between the care the children rceived at the Hote
dishes, and explained everything in detail. de l’Europe and those of the schoo on Kronversky I rospekt.

The school was used as a sort of receiving and distributing There the children were given the best of e\en thing food,
centre. Children were brought there from all part of Russia, clothing, rooms, concerts, dances—-in fact, almost too much
from the provinces mostly. They came in vermin-eaten clothes, considering the general situation. Here the children had so li e
einaeiut<‘(l and ill. They were bathed, weighed, measured, fed that they were constantly hungry, and what little they got had
un and given general treatment. For a short period they to be obtained with the greatest difficulty. i f
remained in the school receiving elementary instruction, and later Soon 1 learned a few Biets lhere was not enough food o
[hev were sent to other boarding schools for children. clothing in Russia for all the children. The Bolshev.ki g t »

* What 1 saw impressed me tremendously. Here, indeed, was necessary to have a few show schools in each city for lw
1  •  delegations and reporters, lhe children

exhibited, paraded on every occasion, and written about. 
* ‘ What was left 

went to the other schools, which were of course in the majority.
Persons that visited the show schools only and judged of the 

care of children in Russia by them went away utterly ignorant 
of the true conditions of the mass of children under the Bolshevik 
regime.

for the terrible poverty in
life’s necessities 1

THE CARE OF THE CHILDREN.
The vicious circle created by the Communist State, 

which thwarts the most sincere endeavours, is nowhere 
evil and apparent as in the Bolshevik activities in behalf of the
child. For though much of the accounts of child life in Russia 
is mere legend, still it must be admitted that a great attempt 
had been made. Why has it failed?

I remember vividly the impression made upon me by one 
of the speakers at the second anniversary of the October Revolu
tion, held in Madison Square Garden, in 1919. The man had 
just returned from Russia. He roused the audience to great 
enthusiasm by his description of the care and treatment of the 
children in Russia. My heart went out to the people of that 
country—the masses who had thrown off the yoke of ages and 
were now being ” led by the hand of a child.” It was so 
wonderful.

All through my voyage on the floating prison, the Buford, 
the thought of the work done for children in Russia sustained 
and warmed my spirit. How full of promise was the future; 
how inspiring to become part of that splendid new life! But in 
Russia I realised that I had reckoned without the vicious circle 
—tho Socialist State which has compressed every effort within 
its orbit.

It is true that the Bolshcviki have attempted their utmost 
in regard to the child and education. It is also true that if 
they have failed to minister to the needs of the children of 
Russia, the fault is much more that of the enemies of the 
Russian Revolution than theirs. Intervention and the blockade 
have fallen heaviest upon the frail shoulders of innocent children 
and the sick. But even under more favourable conditions the 
Bureaucratic Frankenstein monster of the Bolshevik State could 
not but frustrate the best intentions and paralyse the supreme 
effort made by the Communists in behalf of the child and educa
tion.

It was not until I had been in Russia several weeks that I 
had an opportunity to visit the first school, the best in Petrograd, 

school.” I did not grasp its meaning until later. The school 
was situated in the Hotel de l’Europe, the place still retaining 
much of its former elegance, with spacious rooms, beautiful 
chandeliers, and luxurious furniture.

I 4
• »

. bearin
should be hung on the offender’s nee . .a . • ill *1.

struck by the look in tho child’s eyes 
dumb aceuBution. .
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At first I 
method was a general 

First House 
She 

dead 
She 

on

mother regularly sent the children extra provisions, as they did 
not get enough there. At the end of six months both children 
took sick and had to be removed to the one room they shared 

______ , The girl hud developed u

, like 
The corn- 

“ exagger-

4

moral defectives.”
“ Oh, you must sec Comrade Lilina,

will be delighted to have you.”
Several days luter Comrade Lilina called. She is a frail 

woman with a hard face, the typical New England schoolma’am 
of fifty years ago. She assured me that she was intimately 
familiar with the best methods of pedagogy and psychology. I 
ventured to tell her that I did not believe in the theory of the 
moral depravity of children, and that no modern educator hold 
such antiquated notions; that even defective children could not 
be punished or bo branded moral degenerates.

I told her of the modern methods and of the experimental 
work with delinquent children done in America by Judge Lindsey

“ She

lishing special privileges. j
sham, and deceit, which could not help having their effect upon
teachers as well as children.

But most of all, it was the centralisation of the State and
its resultant complex machinery of bureaucratic officialdom that
made the best efforts of the Bolsheviki, in this as in other direc
tions, futile and barren.

“DEAD SOULS.
A hundred years ago Gogol startled his countrymen by his

great work “ Dead Souls.” It was a scathing arraignment of
Russian feudalism and its parasitism. “ Dead Souls ” have
come to life again in Russia. But there is no Gogol to pillory
them. And if there were, he would have much less chance of
a hearing in the Russia of to-day than the great Gogol had in 
his time.

Who are the modern dead souls? That will be best clarified
by illustration. Every creche, boarding school, reformatory—in
fact, every institution where children and grown people live—is
entitled to as many food and clothing rations as the number of 
its inmates.

All institutions depend on the Central Distributing Depart
ment (in Petrograd, the Ptcrokommuna; in Moscow, the Mos-
konimuna, etc.) for their supplies. Numerous orders signed and
countersigned by scores of tchinovniki must be secured for every
thing needed by a given institution.

The ichinovniki systematically delaying matters until they
receive some bribe, it becomes necessary to get orders for more
than the actual number of the population in the institution, so
that some “ extras ” may be left for bribes as well as for the
hungry friends of the “ economic manager ” of the institution 
in charge of the supplies.

For instance, the school of my friend had sixty-five children.
All former matrons had added a number of fictitious names—

dead souls ”—to the actual total of the children in the schools.
In return for the extra rations thus secured and used as a bribe,
the matrons were assured quick service. Having in this manner
provided themselves with “ influence ” in the various depart
ments, it did not matter if the managers in charge of the schools
sabotaged their work, neglected and even abused the children,
or often speculated with the provisions obtained for the inmates.
They had “ friends on high.”

The results of this pleasant arrangement, universal in Russia,
are obvious, of course. But my friend wouldn't be a party to
such practices. She refused to add “ dead souls.” She knew
that each dead soul was living on the already insignificant ration 
of some child.

She declined to feed the numerous inspectors, examiners,
and correctors of her district. The result was a lone and bitter 
struggle against the vicious circle, a i
her health and ended in her being ousted from her position,
literally thrown out on the street. In vain she tried to call the corruption and inefficiency 
attention of the “ comrade ” at the head of the Petrograd De
partment of Education, Mme. Lilina. She could not be seen,
and she never visited the school of my friend. The “ show ” 
schools took up all of her time. Besides, Mme. Lilina would
hardly have credited my friend’s story. It is not customary to
pay attention to “ outsiders ” that make complaints against
Communists. And, incidentally, it is a dangerous thing to 
indulge in.

Later I met Mme. Lilina. I think she is sincere and very
devoted to her work. But she is a bigot, without vision. She
depends entirely upon her chief subordinates, all Communists, for
her information about the conditions in the schools. The criterion
of fitness and veracity in Russia is adherence to the Communist
Party. It is hardly necessary to emphasise the result.

All this (the partial starvation of children in Bolshevik 
schools) I learned gradually, painfully, day by day.
refused to believe that the “ dead soul ” ]
practice. Next door to me, in the Hotel Astoria, “
of the Soviet,” lived a little woman and her two children.
was a Communist, but one who fought hard against the “
soul " method. She worked in various child institutions.
not only corroborated the condition I found at the school
Kronversky Prospekt, but she took me to many others where the 
same practices prevailed.

Everywhere “ dead souls ” Jived off some of the half-starved
children. My neighbour related the experience she had had with
her own children, a boy of three and a girl of nine. Both had
been placed in a colony. Out of her own meagre earnings the

That in return involved pretence, and the boy was badly run down. Both cuses were diagnosed 
as due to malnutrition. |

I became friends with my neighbour, a sincere and hard
working Communist. Through her I learned much' of the general 
status of children. More and more I came to see that the 
Bolsheviki were trying to do all they could for the child, but 
that their efforts were being defeated by the parasitic bureaucracy 
their State had created. Above all proved destructive their 
notion that even the child must be used for propaganda purposes. 

The “ show ” schools were a most evil influence, especially 
on the children at large. They poisoned the child’s mind with a 
sense of injustice and discrimination. For quicker and more 
correctly than the adult, the child senses wrong and sham. And 
while these “ show ” schools were being used as newspaper copy 
abroad, the masses of children in Russia were neglected as the 
workers’ children are in the rest of the world. Everywhere the 
privileged few receive all the advantages. Bolshevik Russia is 
not exempt from this cruel situation. •_

I have said in the beginning that I was deeply disturbed 
when I first heard that children were isolated as “ thieves and 
moral defectives.” At the time I ascribed this attitude to the 
old-fashioned notion of the physician in charge at the Hotel de 
1'Europe. An article in the official Pravda and the talk I had 
with many leading Communists, among them Maxim Gorky, 
Mme. Lilina, and others, convinced me that nearly all of them 
believed in “ inherent moral depravity.”

Some high-standing pedagogues even favoured prisons for 
such ” moral defectives.” But that was too much for 
Lunacharsky, the Commissary of Education, Gorky, and others 
of the more progressive element, whom orthodox Communists 
regard as sentimentalists. Lunacharsky fought the barbarous 
proposition and, fortunately, his side scored a victory. Yet even 
as late as September, 1921, there were 200 juveniles, among 
them a child of eight, in the Taganka Prison of Moscow.

I am certain neither Lunacharsky nor Gorky knew about it. 
But therein lies the curse of the vicious circle; it makes it 
impossible for those at the head to know what the host of their 
subordinates are doing. The presence of the children in the 
Taganka was discovered by the political prisoners who had been 
sent there. They reported it to their friends on the outside, who 
took the matter up with Lunacharsky. The children were finally 
removed from the prison.

However, schools and colonies for the “ moral defectives ” 
are not much better than a prison. An investigation made by a 
committee of the Communist Youth disclosed harrowing condi
tions in some of those schools in Petrograd. The report was 
published in the Petrograd Pravda of May, 1920. It substan
tiated the charges frequently made—among them the general 

dead souls,” the multiplication of attendants at 
the expense of the children’s rations, and other methods of 

. The committee found, for instance, 
138 attendants in a school of 125 children. In another, 38 
attendants to 25 children. ’These were not exceptional cases.

Besides that, the committee’s report showed that the children 
were badly neglected, clad in dirty rags, and permitted to sleep 
on filthy, ill-smelling bedding without linen; that some children 
had been punished by being locked in dark rooms for the night, 
others forced to go without supper, and some had even been 
beaten. The report caused a great stir in official circles.

A special investigation was ordered, and, of course 
similar things in America, it resulted in a whitewash, 
mi t tee of the Communist Youth was rebuked for

It was stated that the article in the Pravda should have 
never appeared, such stories are water on the mill of the counter
revolutionists, and so forth.

I discussed the matter with some Communists. How could 
such a thing happen in Soviet Russia? I received the stereo
typed reply, “ lack of dependable and efficient workers.” 
offered to take up work among the unfortunate children branded 
as
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I know this doos not correspond with

carried the people to great heights and had paved the way for
profound sooial changes.

and private exploitation are slowly but surely returning to Russia,

20 23
1
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that Lenin's new 
that capitalism
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In all that time I 
in Archangel. I 

. a future 
. Bolshevik institutions 

as colourless and stereotyped, veritable children ot

profound social changes. Had the people then been permitted 
t-o utilise their released energies, Russia would not now be in her 
ruined condition.

Tho Bolsheviki, who had been swept to the fore by the 
gigantic revolutionary wave, had at first caught, the popular ear 
hv' extreme revolutionary slogans. Thus they gained the con
fidence of the masses and the support of the militant, revolu- 

equal ”~of all other tionists. . , ai .
Early in the October period the Bolsheviki began to sub

ordinate the interests of the Revolution to the building up of

f child labour.
most significant achievement, for which the Com-

But now C_. ‘ 
now

and others who had repudiated the moralistic conception of
sinner and saint. Oh, yes, that was all very well in a capitalistic 
country where food and everything else was plentiful, but in
stoned Russia “ moral defectives ” were the inevitable result
of long war, revolution, and hunger.

Tho interview convinced me that if I wore to take up work
among the little victims my efforts would be thwarted at every
step by this prim and dogmatic lady. She in her turn probably
thought that it would not be safe to entrust the care of children
in the Communist State to an Anarchist. At any rate nothintz

* 9

came of the project.
I give this as an illustration of the falsity of the oft-repeated

Bolshevist claim that the corruption, abuse, and inefficiency
of their regime are due io the lack of dependable workers.
During my stay in Russia I came in contact with a surprisingly
large number of persons able and willing to co-operate in the
educational, economic, and other non-political work. Not being
Communist, however, they are discriminated against, discouraged
and surrounded by a spying system that makes all initiative 
and effort futile.

During my four months’ travel through the Ukraine I had
ample opportunity to visit creches, kindergartens, boarding
schools, and colonies—unofficially, of course. Everywhere I
found the same situation : a model ” show ” school with well-
fed and well-cared-for children, while in tho other institutions
(he children wore hungry. Often I saw how the men and women
in charge were beating their wings against the bureaucratic
machine, earnestly striving to defend the interests of tho
children; but striving in vain, only to bo finally eliminated by 
the all-powerful machine.

I saw a striking illustration of this phase in Moscow shortly
before I left. In a certain district there is a model creche, the
best, organised and equipped I came across in Russia. The
matron was a very rare type of womanhood, an idealist, an
educator of long experience, and a tireless worker. She sot her
self sternly against the ” dead soul ” practice. She would not
rob Peter to feed Paul. She would not bribe the petty officials 
of the sub-department.

As usual, a campaign was started against her.
spirit in the miserable attack was the physician of the creche,
Communist. All sorts of accusations were laid at the matron’s
door, none of which had any basis. But the machine would not be used in the living room, where the family 
let up until the woman was forced out of the place. Inci- evening.
dentally, that meant also being deprived of her room, 
woman was the mother of a four-month-old baby.

It was in November, the weather was cold, the damp pene
trating. Yet the matron who had fought for the creche was
ordered to leave the creche. For the. sake of her infant she
refused to go until assured of a room in the building. She was
then given a little, dark, damp room in a basement which could
not have been heated for three years. In that tomb the infant
fell sick and has been ailing ever since.

Does Lunacharsky know of such cases?
Communists know? Some no doubt do.
with ” important State affairs.” And they have, become callous
to all such “trifles.” Then, too, they themselves are caught
in the vicious circle, in the machinery of Bolshevik officialdom.
They know that adherence to the party covers a multitude of
sins.

During my two years’ stay in Russia I visited many institu
tions, but I met very few happy children.
heard a really hearty child’s laugh only once,
may have occasion to write about that experience in
article. On the whole, most children in 1
impressed me i
orphan asylums.

'There is something practically gripping about those children.
They are not only starved for food, but even more so for affection
—they are lonely children. - . . .
the legends circulated of tho millennium come to the child m 
Bolshevik Russia.
ting legends.

'There was one other factor which set the Oommunist State
above the other Governments—the abolition of child labour. 
'That was its :
munists doserved much credit.
economic policy is fast resurrecting tho dead,

the Bolshevik Government will soon be. the ”,
civilised Governments, with child labour as its great source of
national wealth.

A VISIT TO PETER KROPOTKIN.
Among those I wanted to see most when I reached Russia 

in January, 1920, was Peter Alexeivitch Kropotkin. I imme
diately made inquiries how to reach him. 1 was informed that 1 
could do so only when I got to Moscow, as Kropotkin lived in 
Dmitroff, a small town 00 versts from the city. Now, one does 
not travel at will in a countrv so stricken by war and revolution 
as Russia—a country where the State is in absolute control of 
every breath of life. There was nothing to do but wait until I 
would be given the. chance to go to Moscow. Fortunately, that 
opportunity soon presented itself.

Early in March a number of prominent Communists went to 
Moscow, among them Radek and Gorky. I was permitted to 
go in the same car. When I reached Moscow I began to look 
about for means to reach Dmitroff. But again there was a delay. 
I learned that it was almost impossible to travel the ordinary 
way. Typhus was then raging. The railroad stations were over
crowded with people, lying around for days and weeks. There 
was always a savage scramble for an inch of space. Five hun
dred unfortunate beings would crowd into a car that had room 
only for fifty. Starved and worn out, (hoy would crowd even on 
the roof and platform of the car, unmindful of the biting frost 
or the imminent danger of being thrown off. Not a journey but 
some of the victims froze to death—others hurled from the 
speeding train.

I was in despair, for I had heard Kropotkin was ailing that 
winter. I feared he might not live until spring. I would not 
ask to be given a special car; neither could I muster up courage 
to go the ordinary wav. An unforeseen circumstance came to 
mv rescue.

The editor of the London Daily Herald, accompanied by one 
of his reporters, had preceded me to Moscow. They also wanted 
to visit Kropotkin, and they had been given a special car. To
gether with Alexander Berkman and A. Shapiro I was able to 
join Mr. Lanslmry and make the trip in comparative safety. 
The journey was made in fairly good time; it was a starry night, 
and the whole countrv was one vast sheet of snow. Our foot- *
steps resounded in the silence of the village asleep. 

The Kropotkin cottage stood back in the garden away from 
the street. Only a faint ray from a kerosene lamp lit up the

The leading path leading to the house. I afterward learned that kerosene was 
a scarce in the Kropotkin household, and light had to be econo

mised. After Peter had finished his day’s work the lamp would 
gathered in the 

Inci- evening. We were warmly received by Sophie Kropotkin and the 
Tho daughter, and taken to the room where we found the Grand Old 

Man.
The last time I had seen him was in 1907, in Paris, which I 

had visited after the Anarchist Congress at Amsterdam. Kro
potkin, for many years barred from France, had just been given 
the right to return. He was at that time already sixty-five years 
of age; but lie looked so full of vitality, was so alert, that he 
seemed much younger. He was a great inspiration to all of 
us who were fortunate to come in close contact with him.

Somehow one could never think of Peter Alexeivitch as being 
old. Not so in March, 1920. I was shocked by his altered 
appearance. He was fearfully emaciated. He received us with 
the graciousness that was so characteristic of him.

Wo felt from the very beginning that our visit would not 
be satisfactory; Peter would not be able to talk freely with us 
in the presence of two strangers, journalists at that. But wo 
had to make the best of the situation. After an hour’s talk, we 
asked Mrs. Kropotkin and Sasha to entertain the English guests 
while we conversed with Kropotkin in Russian.

Aside from my concern in his health 1 was eager to get 
some light from him on the vital questions that had already begun 
to trouble my mind—the relation of the Bolsheviki to the Revo
lution; the despotic methods which, as everybody had assured 
me, had been imposed upon the ruling party by intervention and 
the blockade. What was Kropotkin’s opinion about it, and how 
explain his long silence?

1 had taken no notes, and 1 can give only the gist of our 
brief talk. It was to the effect that tho Russian Revolution had

1 Do the leading 
But they are too busy

»»
Then, too, they themselves are caught

thov are lonely children. <7 *

But, then, I have no intention of perpetua-
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mother regularly sent the children extra provisions, as they did 
not get enough there. At the end of six months both children 
took sick and had to be removed to the one room they shared 

______ , The girl hud developed u

, like 
The corn- 

“ exagger-

4

moral defectives.”
“ Oh, you must sec Comrade Lilina,

will be delighted to have you.”
Several days luter Comrade Lilina called. She is a frail 

woman with a hard face, the typical New England schoolma’am 
of fifty years ago. She assured me that she was intimately 
familiar with the best methods of pedagogy and psychology. I 
ventured to tell her that I did not believe in the theory of the 
moral depravity of children, and that no modern educator hold 
such antiquated notions; that even defective children could not 
be punished or bo branded moral degenerates.

I told her of the modern methods and of the experimental 
work with delinquent children done in America by Judge Lindsey

“ She

lishing special privileges. j
sham, and deceit, which could not help having their effect upon
teachers as well as children.

But most of all, it was the centralisation of the State and
its resultant complex machinery of bureaucratic officialdom that
made the best efforts of the Bolsheviki, in this as in other direc
tions, futile and barren.

“DEAD SOULS.
A hundred years ago Gogol startled his countrymen by his

great work “ Dead Souls.” It was a scathing arraignment of
Russian feudalism and its parasitism. “ Dead Souls ” have
come to life again in Russia. But there is no Gogol to pillory
them. And if there were, he would have much less chance of
a hearing in the Russia of to-day than the great Gogol had in 
his time.

Who are the modern dead souls? That will be best clarified
by illustration. Every creche, boarding school, reformatory—in
fact, every institution where children and grown people live—is
entitled to as many food and clothing rations as the number of 
its inmates.

All institutions depend on the Central Distributing Depart
ment (in Petrograd, the Ptcrokommuna; in Moscow, the Mos-
konimuna, etc.) for their supplies. Numerous orders signed and
countersigned by scores of tchinovniki must be secured for every
thing needed by a given institution.

The ichinovniki systematically delaying matters until they
receive some bribe, it becomes necessary to get orders for more
than the actual number of the population in the institution, so
that some “ extras ” may be left for bribes as well as for the
hungry friends of the “ economic manager ” of the institution 
in charge of the supplies.

For instance, the school of my friend had sixty-five children.
All former matrons had added a number of fictitious names—

dead souls ”—to the actual total of the children in the schools.
In return for the extra rations thus secured and used as a bribe,
the matrons were assured quick service. Having in this manner
provided themselves with “ influence ” in the various depart
ments, it did not matter if the managers in charge of the schools
sabotaged their work, neglected and even abused the children,
or often speculated with the provisions obtained for the inmates.
They had “ friends on high.”

The results of this pleasant arrangement, universal in Russia,
are obvious, of course. But my friend wouldn't be a party to
such practices. She refused to add “ dead souls.” She knew
that each dead soul was living on the already insignificant ration 
of some child.

She declined to feed the numerous inspectors, examiners,
and correctors of her district. The result was a lone and bitter 
struggle against the vicious circle, a i
her health and ended in her being ousted from her position,
literally thrown out on the street. In vain she tried to call the corruption and inefficiency 
attention of the “ comrade ” at the head of the Petrograd De
partment of Education, Mme. Lilina. She could not be seen,
and she never visited the school of my friend. The “ show ” 
schools took up all of her time. Besides, Mme. Lilina would
hardly have credited my friend’s story. It is not customary to
pay attention to “ outsiders ” that make complaints against
Communists. And, incidentally, it is a dangerous thing to 
indulge in.

Later I met Mme. Lilina. I think she is sincere and very
devoted to her work. But she is a bigot, without vision. She
depends entirely upon her chief subordinates, all Communists, for
her information about the conditions in the schools. The criterion
of fitness and veracity in Russia is adherence to the Communist
Party. It is hardly necessary to emphasise the result.

All this (the partial starvation of children in Bolshevik 
schools) I learned gradually, painfully, day by day.
refused to believe that the “ dead soul ” ]
practice. Next door to me, in the Hotel Astoria, “
of the Soviet,” lived a little woman and her two children.
was a Communist, but one who fought hard against the “
soul " method. She worked in various child institutions.
not only corroborated the condition I found at the school
Kronversky Prospekt, but she took me to many others where the 
same practices prevailed.

Everywhere “ dead souls ” Jived off some of the half-starved
children. My neighbour related the experience she had had with
her own children, a boy of three and a girl of nine. Both had
been placed in a colony. Out of her own meagre earnings the

That in return involved pretence, and the boy was badly run down. Both cuses were diagnosed 
as due to malnutrition. |

I became friends with my neighbour, a sincere and hard
working Communist. Through her I learned much' of the general 
status of children. More and more I came to see that the 
Bolsheviki were trying to do all they could for the child, but 
that their efforts were being defeated by the parasitic bureaucracy 
their State had created. Above all proved destructive their 
notion that even the child must be used for propaganda purposes. 

The “ show ” schools were a most evil influence, especially 
on the children at large. They poisoned the child’s mind with a 
sense of injustice and discrimination. For quicker and more 
correctly than the adult, the child senses wrong and sham. And 
while these “ show ” schools were being used as newspaper copy 
abroad, the masses of children in Russia were neglected as the 
workers’ children are in the rest of the world. Everywhere the 
privileged few receive all the advantages. Bolshevik Russia is 
not exempt from this cruel situation. •_

I have said in the beginning that I was deeply disturbed 
when I first heard that children were isolated as “ thieves and 
moral defectives.” At the time I ascribed this attitude to the 
old-fashioned notion of the physician in charge at the Hotel de 
1'Europe. An article in the official Pravda and the talk I had 
with many leading Communists, among them Maxim Gorky, 
Mme. Lilina, and others, convinced me that nearly all of them 
believed in “ inherent moral depravity.”

Some high-standing pedagogues even favoured prisons for 
such ” moral defectives.” But that was too much for 
Lunacharsky, the Commissary of Education, Gorky, and others 
of the more progressive element, whom orthodox Communists 
regard as sentimentalists. Lunacharsky fought the barbarous 
proposition and, fortunately, his side scored a victory. Yet even 
as late as September, 1921, there were 200 juveniles, among 
them a child of eight, in the Taganka Prison of Moscow.

I am certain neither Lunacharsky nor Gorky knew about it. 
But therein lies the curse of the vicious circle; it makes it 
impossible for those at the head to know what the host of their 
subordinates are doing. The presence of the children in the 
Taganka was discovered by the political prisoners who had been 
sent there. They reported it to their friends on the outside, who 
took the matter up with Lunacharsky. The children were finally 
removed from the prison.

However, schools and colonies for the “ moral defectives ” 
are not much better than a prison. An investigation made by a 
committee of the Communist Youth disclosed harrowing condi
tions in some of those schools in Petrograd. The report was 
published in the Petrograd Pravda of May, 1920. It substan
tiated the charges frequently made—among them the general 

dead souls,” the multiplication of attendants at 
the expense of the children’s rations, and other methods of 

. The committee found, for instance, 
138 attendants in a school of 125 children. In another, 38 
attendants to 25 children. ’These were not exceptional cases.

Besides that, the committee’s report showed that the children 
were badly neglected, clad in dirty rags, and permitted to sleep 
on filthy, ill-smelling bedding without linen; that some children 
had been punished by being locked in dark rooms for the night, 
others forced to go without supper, and some had even been 
beaten. The report caused a great stir in official circles.

A special investigation was ordered, and, of course 
similar things in America, it resulted in a whitewash, 
mi t tee of the Communist Youth was rebuked for

It was stated that the article in the Pravda should have 
never appeared, such stories are water on the mill of the counter
revolutionists, and so forth.

I discussed the matter with some Communists. How could 
such a thing happen in Soviet Russia? I received the stereo
typed reply, “ lack of dependable and efficient workers.” 
offered to take up work among the unfortunate children branded 
as
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carried the people to great heights and had paved the way for
profound sooial changes.

and private exploitation are slowly but surely returning to Russia,
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. a future 
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as colourless and stereotyped, veritable children ot

profound social changes. Had the people then been permitted 
t-o utilise their released energies, Russia would not now be in her 
ruined condition.

Tho Bolsheviki, who had been swept to the fore by the 
gigantic revolutionary wave, had at first caught, the popular ear 
hv' extreme revolutionary slogans. Thus they gained the con
fidence of the masses and the support of the militant, revolu- 

equal ”~of all other tionists. . , ai .
Early in the October period the Bolsheviki began to sub

ordinate the interests of the Revolution to the building up of

f child labour.
most significant achievement, for which the Com-

But now C_. ‘ 
now

and others who had repudiated the moralistic conception of
sinner and saint. Oh, yes, that was all very well in a capitalistic 
country where food and everything else was plentiful, but in
stoned Russia “ moral defectives ” were the inevitable result
of long war, revolution, and hunger.

Tho interview convinced me that if I wore to take up work
among the little victims my efforts would be thwarted at every
step by this prim and dogmatic lady. She in her turn probably
thought that it would not be safe to entrust the care of children
in the Communist State to an Anarchist. At any rate nothintz

* 9

came of the project.
I give this as an illustration of the falsity of the oft-repeated

Bolshevist claim that the corruption, abuse, and inefficiency
of their regime are due io the lack of dependable workers.
During my stay in Russia I came in contact with a surprisingly
large number of persons able and willing to co-operate in the
educational, economic, and other non-political work. Not being
Communist, however, they are discriminated against, discouraged
and surrounded by a spying system that makes all initiative 
and effort futile.

During my four months’ travel through the Ukraine I had
ample opportunity to visit creches, kindergartens, boarding
schools, and colonies—unofficially, of course. Everywhere I
found the same situation : a model ” show ” school with well-
fed and well-cared-for children, while in tho other institutions
(he children wore hungry. Often I saw how the men and women
in charge were beating their wings against the bureaucratic
machine, earnestly striving to defend the interests of tho
children; but striving in vain, only to bo finally eliminated by 
the all-powerful machine.

I saw a striking illustration of this phase in Moscow shortly
before I left. In a certain district there is a model creche, the
best, organised and equipped I came across in Russia. The
matron was a very rare type of womanhood, an idealist, an
educator of long experience, and a tireless worker. She sot her
self sternly against the ” dead soul ” practice. She would not
rob Peter to feed Paul. She would not bribe the petty officials 
of the sub-department.

As usual, a campaign was started against her.
spirit in the miserable attack was the physician of the creche,
Communist. All sorts of accusations were laid at the matron’s
door, none of which had any basis. But the machine would not be used in the living room, where the family 
let up until the woman was forced out of the place. Inci- evening.
dentally, that meant also being deprived of her room, 
woman was the mother of a four-month-old baby.

It was in November, the weather was cold, the damp pene
trating. Yet the matron who had fought for the creche was
ordered to leave the creche. For the. sake of her infant she
refused to go until assured of a room in the building. She was
then given a little, dark, damp room in a basement which could
not have been heated for three years. In that tomb the infant
fell sick and has been ailing ever since.

Does Lunacharsky know of such cases?
Communists know? Some no doubt do.
with ” important State affairs.” And they have, become callous
to all such “trifles.” Then, too, they themselves are caught
in the vicious circle, in the machinery of Bolshevik officialdom.
They know that adherence to the party covers a multitude of
sins.

During my two years’ stay in Russia I visited many institu
tions, but I met very few happy children.
heard a really hearty child’s laugh only once,
may have occasion to write about that experience in
article. On the whole, most children in 1
impressed me i
orphan asylums.

'There is something practically gripping about those children.
They are not only starved for food, but even more so for affection
—they are lonely children. - . . .
the legends circulated of tho millennium come to the child m 
Bolshevik Russia.
ting legends.

'There was one other factor which set the Oommunist State
above the other Governments—the abolition of child labour. 
'That was its :
munists doserved much credit.
economic policy is fast resurrecting tho dead,

the Bolshevik Government will soon be. the ”,
civilised Governments, with child labour as its great source of
national wealth.

A VISIT TO PETER KROPOTKIN.
Among those I wanted to see most when I reached Russia 

in January, 1920, was Peter Alexeivitch Kropotkin. I imme
diately made inquiries how to reach him. 1 was informed that 1 
could do so only when I got to Moscow, as Kropotkin lived in 
Dmitroff, a small town 00 versts from the city. Now, one does 
not travel at will in a countrv so stricken by war and revolution 
as Russia—a country where the State is in absolute control of 
every breath of life. There was nothing to do but wait until I 
would be given the. chance to go to Moscow. Fortunately, that 
opportunity soon presented itself.

Early in March a number of prominent Communists went to 
Moscow, among them Radek and Gorky. I was permitted to 
go in the same car. When I reached Moscow I began to look 
about for means to reach Dmitroff. But again there was a delay. 
I learned that it was almost impossible to travel the ordinary 
way. Typhus was then raging. The railroad stations were over
crowded with people, lying around for days and weeks. There 
was always a savage scramble for an inch of space. Five hun
dred unfortunate beings would crowd into a car that had room 
only for fifty. Starved and worn out, (hoy would crowd even on 
the roof and platform of the car, unmindful of the biting frost 
or the imminent danger of being thrown off. Not a journey but 
some of the victims froze to death—others hurled from the 
speeding train.

I was in despair, for I had heard Kropotkin was ailing that 
winter. I feared he might not live until spring. I would not 
ask to be given a special car; neither could I muster up courage 
to go the ordinary wav. An unforeseen circumstance came to 
mv rescue.

The editor of the London Daily Herald, accompanied by one 
of his reporters, had preceded me to Moscow. They also wanted 
to visit Kropotkin, and they had been given a special car. To
gether with Alexander Berkman and A. Shapiro I was able to 
join Mr. Lanslmry and make the trip in comparative safety. 
The journey was made in fairly good time; it was a starry night, 
and the whole countrv was one vast sheet of snow. Our foot- *
steps resounded in the silence of the village asleep. 

The Kropotkin cottage stood back in the garden away from 
the street. Only a faint ray from a kerosene lamp lit up the

The leading path leading to the house. I afterward learned that kerosene was 
a scarce in the Kropotkin household, and light had to be econo

mised. After Peter had finished his day’s work the lamp would 
gathered in the 

Inci- evening. We were warmly received by Sophie Kropotkin and the 
Tho daughter, and taken to the room where we found the Grand Old 

Man.
The last time I had seen him was in 1907, in Paris, which I 

had visited after the Anarchist Congress at Amsterdam. Kro
potkin, for many years barred from France, had just been given 
the right to return. He was at that time already sixty-five years 
of age; but lie looked so full of vitality, was so alert, that he 
seemed much younger. He was a great inspiration to all of 
us who were fortunate to come in close contact with him.

Somehow one could never think of Peter Alexeivitch as being 
old. Not so in March, 1920. I was shocked by his altered 
appearance. He was fearfully emaciated. He received us with 
the graciousness that was so characteristic of him.

Wo felt from the very beginning that our visit would not 
be satisfactory; Peter would not be able to talk freely with us 
in the presence of two strangers, journalists at that. But wo 
had to make the best of the situation. After an hour’s talk, we 
asked Mrs. Kropotkin and Sasha to entertain the English guests 
while we conversed with Kropotkin in Russian.

Aside from my concern in his health 1 was eager to get 
some light from him on the vital questions that had already begun 
to trouble my mind—the relation of the Bolsheviki to the Revo
lution; the despotic methods which, as everybody had assured 
me, had been imposed upon the ruling party by intervention and 
the blockade. What was Kropotkin’s opinion about it, and how 
explain his long silence?

1 had taken no notes, and 1 can give only the gist of our 
brief talk. It was to the effect that tho Russian Revolution had

1 Do the leading 
But they are too busy

»»
Then, too, they themselves are caught

thov are lonely children. <7 *

But, then, I have no intention of perpetua-
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Death of Mary Krimont.

Mary Krimont,

by Harry Kelly, her friend aud comrade for twenty-five years.

I»

August, 1920.
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Kussian Congress of Soviets.

COR CORDIUM*
(TO SHELLEY.)

STAINLESS HARDtNtU 
I

addressed to the President of the then sitting Eighth All- 
It is

O Heart of Hearts, O foo of Tyranny,
Singer of Freedom’s songs in beauteous words, 
Herald of Dawn liko Morning’s star above!

The night shall pass—thy dream fulfilled shall be: 
Mankind at peace mid ilowers and beasts and birds 
On Earth redeemed by Liberty and Love.

Tom Sen house.

r3 0 ’T

Gorky, himself an official of the Commissariat of Education, had 
sent almost on the same day from Petrograd a similar protest.

Kropotkin, in his statement, called attention to the danger 
of such a policy to all progress; in fact, to all thought. Such 
State monopoly on thought would make creative work utterly 
impossible. The situation in Russia during the last four years 
has given ample proof of that.

One of the striking characteristics of Peter Kropotkin was 
his reticence in everything concerning himself. In my stay of 
thirty-six hours at his Dmitroff home, while his body lay in death, 
1 learned more of his personal life than during all the years I had 
known him. But few even of his immediate circle knew that 
Peter Alexcicvitch was an artist and a musician of considerable 
talent. Among his effects 1 discovered a whole collection of his 
drawings of great merit.

He loved music passionately, and was himself a musician 
of no mean ability. He spent much of his leisure moments at 
the piano. No doubt he was able to find some forgetfulness and 
peace in the masters whose works he rendered with deep under
standing.

He lay in his workroom as if peacefully asleep, his face as 
tender in death as it had been in life. There he lay, this great 
son of Russia. Through strife and stress he had remained true 
to the Revolution, and would not forsake it. He did not live 
to see Capitalism in Russia erected as a monument upon th© 
grave of the Revolution. But even that would not have robbed 
him of his fervent faith in the resurrection of the people, the 
ultimate triumph of a Libertarian Revolution.

Shelley 
—T. 8.

mooting was hold in the School building on tho 4th of May, aud appre
ciations of respect for hor personality and her work for tbo School wore 
expressed by many colonists. Sho will bo missod by many, but particu
larly by hor children, Elsie Krimont-Kolly and Walter Krimont, aud
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-• Beneath the dome of blue Italian sky, 

Upon the wave-kissed shore of yellow sand, 
Thy mournful comrades near tho pyre did stand 
And watch the smoke-wreaths float away on high.

Twas in the sea thou lovedst thou didst die, 
Thy corse was kindled on its breeze-swept strand ; 
Thy heart, from burning plucked by friendly hand, 
Now with thine ashes tombed in Rome doth lie.
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The final article in this scries, “ The Trade Unions," will appear 
in our next issue.

crushed me. I had come with so much enthusiasm, with a pas
sionate desire to throw myself into the work, into the holy defence 
of the Revolution. What I found completely overwhelmed me. 
1 was unable to do anything. The chariot wheel of tho Socialist 
State rolled over me, paralysing my energy. The wretchedness 
and distress of the people, the callous disregard of their needs, 
the persecution and the repressions tore at my mind and heart, 
and made life unbearable.

Was it the Revolution which had turned idealists into wild 
beasts? If so, the Bolsheviki were mere pawns in the hands 
of the inevitable. Or was it the cold, impersonal character of 
the State which by foul means had harnessed the revolution to 
its cart and was now whipping it into channels indispensable to 
the State? I could not answer these questions. Not in July, 
1920, at any rate. Perhaps Kropotkin could.

KROPOTKIN ON THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION.
During the second visit to Peter Kropotkin we had an hour 

together. In that time Peter spoke in detail of the Russian 
Revolution, the part played by the Bolsheviki, the lesson to the 
Anarchists in particular and the world in general. Ho considered 
the Russian Revolution in scope and possibilities greater than the 
French Revolution. While it is true that the people were not 
developed in the Western sense, yet they are more responsive 
to now arrangements of life. The spirit of the masses during the 
February and October Revolutions demonstrated that they under- 
stood the great changes waiting their concerted efforts, and they 
were willing to do their share.-

Tho people knew that something tremendous was before 
them, which they themselves must face, organise, and direct. 
That spirit, though now fettered by hunger, privation, and perse
cution. is vet very much alive. The dogged resistance offered 
by the people of Russia to the Bolshevik yoke is the best proof 
of that. The Bolsheviki in their march to power were far from 
being the advance guard of the revolution, as they claim. On 
the contrary, they were the dam which had thrown back the 
rising tide of the people’s energies.

In their fixed idea that only a dictatorship can direct and 
protect the revolution, they went about strengthening their for
midable State which is now crushing the revolution. As Marxians 
they never have, nor will they ever realise that the only protec
tion of the revolution lies in the ability of the people ^o organise 
their own economic life. For the rest, Kropotkin added, he had 
set forth his views on the Russian Revolution in his letter to 
the workers of Europe, which was, I believe, widely published.*

Kropotkin also spoke of the part the Anarchists played in 
the revolution, of the death of some, the heroic struggle of many, 
the irresponsibility of the few. Above all, he emphasised the 
need for all the Anarchists to be better equipped for reconstruc
tive work during the revolution. I distinctly remember these 
words:

t1 We Anarchists have talked much about the Social Revo
lution. But how many had ever taken pains to prepare for the 
actual work during and after the revolution? The Russian Revo
lution has demonstrated the imperativeness of such preparation 
for practical reconstructive work.”

Tn a letter to one of his closest friends Kropotkin wrote that 
he had come to see in Syndicalism the economic basis of Anar- 
chism. In other words, the medium for the economic organisa
tion and expression of the energies of the people during the revo
lutionary period. *

It was a memorable day. Alas! the last I was ever to spend 
with our Grand Old Man. When I was called to take care of 
him during his last illness 1 reached Dmitroff an hour after his 
death. The usual bureaucratic confusion, inefficiency, and delay 
robbed me of the opportunity to render Kropotkin some slight 
service in return for all that he had given me.

Two things had struck me in Kropotkin on both visits: The 
lack of bitterness toward the Bolsheviki and the fact that he 
never once alluded to his own hardships and privations. It was 
only after his death that 1 learned a few details of his life under 
the Bolshevik regime. In the early part of 1918 Kropotkin had 
grouped around him some of the ablest specialists in various 
branches of political economy. The purpose was to make a care- 

. • economic resources of Russia, and to compile
these resources in monographs, to make them of practical help 
in the reconstruction of Russia.

Kropotkin was the editor-in-chief of that undertaking. One 
volume was prepared, but never published. Tho Federalist 
League, as this scientific group was known, was broken up by tho 
Government and all the material confiscated.

Peter Kropotkin's letter to the Western workers appeared in FREEDOM,
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On two occasions the Kropotkin apartments were requisi
tioned and the family forced to find other quarters. It was after 
all these experiences that the Kropotkins moved to Dmitroff, 
where he became an involuntary exile. Even in the summer 
it was difficult to visit him. Special permission had to be pro
cured to travel, and that involved much effort and time. In the 
winter it was almost altogether impossible. Thus he, who had 
in the past gathered at his home the best in thought and ideas 
from every land, was now forced to the life of a recluse.

His only visitors were unfortunate peasants, workers of his 
village, and some of the intelligentsia who would come to him 
with their daily misfortunes. I remember that the evening of 
our visit Kropotkin had received a letter from an old friend in 
Moscow, a scientist. The man was living with hie wife and two 
children in one room. Only a small lamp was lighting up the 
family table at which the children had to prepare their lesson, 
the wife copy some manuscripts, while he used one corner to 
do his scientific research. He was employed at a place twelve 
versts from home, and had to walk that daily.

Kropotkin, who had always kept in touch with the world 
through numerous publications in every tongue, was now cut off 
entirely from that source of life. He was not even able to learn 
what was happening in Moscow or Petrograd. His only channel 
of news were the two Government papers, the Pravda and the 
Izvcstiya. He was much handicapped in his work on ethics 
while he lived in Dmitroff. He could not obtain the necessary 
books of research. In short, Kropotkin was mentally starved, 
which was, no doubt, greater torture to him than physical mal
nutrition. He received a much better pay ok, or ration, than 
most people; but even that was by fax not sufficient to keep up 
his vitality.

Fortunately, he received from time to time assistance—in 
the form of provisions—from various sources. Thus his com
rades from abroad, as well as those from the Ukraine, often sent 
him foodstuffs. He also received similar gifts from Makhno, 
then heralded by the Bolsheviki as the terror of the counter
revolutionary forces in Southern Russia. But especially was felt 
the lack of light and fuel. When I visited the Kropotkins in 
1920, they were considering themselves fortunate to have light 
in more than one room. During part of 1918 and all of 1919, 
Kropotkin wrote his ethics by the flicker of a tiny oil lamp that 
nearly blinded him.

During the short hours of the day he would transcribe his 
notes on a typewriter, slowly and painfully pounding out every 
letter. However, it was not his own discomfort which sapped 
Kropotkin’s strength. It was the hardships of Russia, the suffer
ing about him, the suppression of every thought, the persecution 
and imprisonment for opinion sake, the endless raztrcls of people, 
which made his last years the deepest tragedy.

If only he could have done something to help, to lessen the 
suffering, to bring the dictators of Russia to their senses. But 
he could not. He could not, like some of tho old revolutionary 
guard, make common cause with the enemies of the revolution. 
Even had he found a way of having his protests published in the 
European Press, the reactionists would have used them against 
Russia. No, he could not do that. And he knew only too well 
that it was useless to protest to the Bolshevik Government.

Yet, so great was his anguish, that on two occasions Peter 
Kropotkin addressed himself to that deaf ear. Once in protest 
against the terrible practice of taking hostages; the other time 
against the complete suppression of publishing undertakings other 
than the State’s.

Ever since the Cheka began its sinister existence, the Bol
shevik Government had sanctioned the taking of hostages, 
and young, mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, even 
had been held aud often shot for the offence of one of their own 
offences which, in nine cases out of ten, they knew nothing about.

In the fall of 1920, the Social-Revolutionists that emigrated 
to Europe threatened retaliation if the repressions against their 
comrades continued. The Bolshevik Government announced in 
its official press that for every Communist it would take ten 
Social-Revolutionists. It was then that the famous revolutionist, 
Vera N. Figner, and Peter Kropotkin sent a protest to the powers 
that be. They pointed out that the practice of taking hostages 
was a blot on the Russian Revolution, an evil which had already 
brought terrible results in its wake, that the future would never 
forgive them for such a barbaric method.

Tho second protest was made in reply to the attempt tho 
Government was making at ” liquidating all publishing under
takings, whether political, co-operative, or private. This protest

interesting to note that

paper.
Under such constant stress it is impossible to keep records. 

But more than all these considerations is my book on ethics. 
I can work only a few hours a day, and I still have much to do. 
I must therefore concentrate on that to the exclusion of every
thing else.”

We had already monopolised our comrade too long. Though 
there was still much to talk about, we had to content ourselves 
for that evening. The conversation again became general. But 
it was getting late, and our host was fatigued. Soon we took our 
leave. We agreed to come back in the spring, when we should 
have more time to talk over matters.

After a tender embrace, which Peter never failed to give 
those he loved, we returned to our car. My heart was heavy 
with the great Russian tragedy, mv spirit confused and troubled 
by what I had heard. I was also distressed by the physical con
dition of our comrade. I feared he could not survive until the 
spring. The winter of 1920 had been most terrible. People had 
been dying from typhus, hunger, and cold. The thought, that 
Peter Kropotkin might go to his grave, and the world never know 
what he thought of the Russian Revolution, was appalling.

I felt somewhat impatient. Kropotkin had braved the des
potism of the Tsars and the raids of their political Okhrana. 
Why could he not write now? It was just like the old: they for 
ever dwell in the past while the present passes them by. It was 
only much later that I understood why Kropotkin had been 
unable to write about the events in Russia.

In July, 1920, I again Came to Moscow. I was with the 
expedition of the Museum of the Revolution on the way to the 
L kraina. One day Sasha Kropotkin called me up. She had 
obtained an auto, from one of the Government officials, and 
would Alexander Berkman and I go out to Dmitroff? The next 

e s rt ^1 out, reaching Dmitroff in a few hours. The 
garden surrounding the Kropotkin house was full of bloom, com
pletely hiding the cottage from view. Peter was having his after
noon nap, but he rose as soon as he heard our voices. He joined 
us; he had improved marvellously; he was so alert, so active, so 
energetic. He immediately took us to the vegetable garden, 
which was almost entirely Sophie Kropotkin’s work, Peter’s 
pride, and the chief support of the family. He took great delight 
in showing us a new species of lettuce which Sophie had grown, 
having large heads like cabbage, with leaves of fragrant green. 

You must have some for dinner,” said Peter jovially. The 
spring had certainly wrought a miracle in him. He was a different 
man.

The first seven months of my stay in Russia had almost

Mary Krimont, one of tho founders of tlio Ferrer Colony of 
Stelton, New Jersey, and among the most devoted and active workers 

. Old for the Ferrer Modern School, passed away on May 2, after a short 
children, illness. Somo twenty years ago when she lived in London she was an

active member of the Freedom Group and a friend of Peter and Sophie 
Kropotkin, W. and Freda Tchorkosoff, Marsh, Turner, William and 
Doris Wess. NLiss A. Davios, aud others ot that timo. A memorial
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their dictatorship. It coerced and paralysed every’ social activity. 
Kropotkin referred to the Co-operatives as the main medium 
which, in his opinion, could have bridged the interests of the 
peasants and the workers. But it was these very Co-operatives 
which were among the first to be crushed.

He spoke with much heat of the depression, the persecu
tion, the cruel hounding of every political shade of opinion, and 
lie cited numerous examples of the misery and distress of the 
people. Above all, he was most emphatic against, the Bolshevik 
Government for having thus discredited Socialism and Com
munism in the eyes of the Russian people. It was a heart-break
ing picture which Kropotkin unrolled before us that evening.

Why, then, had he not raised his voice against these evils, 
against the machine which was sapping the life-blood from the 
Revolution? Kropotkin gave two reasons: First, because so long 
as Russia was being attacked by the combined imperialists of 
Europe, and Russian women and children were starved to death 
by the criminal blockade, be could not join the shrieking chorus 
of the ex-revolutionists in the cry of “ Crucify! ” He preferred 
to keep silent for the present.

Secondly , there was no medium of expression in Russia 
itself, hence no wav of reaching the people. To protest, to the 
Government was useless. Its concern was to maintain its power 
at any cost. It could, therefore, not stop at such trifles as human 
life or human rights. But then, he added, “ We have always 
pointed out the blessings of Marxism in action. Why now be 
surprised ? ”

I asked whether he was noting down his impressions and 
observations. Surely he must see the importance of such a 
record to his comrades, to ihe workers; in fact, to the whole 
world. Kropotkin looked at me for a moment, then said:

No, I do not write. It is impossible to write when one 
is in the midst of great human suffering and distress, when 
every hour brings new tales of woe which one may not ameliorate. 
Besides, all personal privacy and safety have been destroyed. 
There may be a raid any moment—the Cheka comes swooping 
down in the night, ransacks every corner of the house, turns 
everything upside down, and marches off with every scrap of

From the moment a people gives itself representatives it is no 
longer free.—liousseau. ___ _______________

• Note.—It will bo remembered that, at the suggestion of Leigh Hunt, tho 
wu.do “Cor Cordiuiu ” were ----- .. , . , . . . .Rome where hie ashes were interred with his heart, which hud beeu snatched 
from the Hames by ireiuwuy luwiuw Uro Wvuvl*«>«y.. vf ..... .....
was drowned in the buy of Spewis on July 8, 1822 -just 100 years ago.

were inscribed on Shelley’s tomb in the cemetery atwords “Cor Cordium
from the flames by Trulawuy towards the conclusion of the cremation.
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Death of Mary Krimont.

Mary Krimont,

by Harry Kelly, her friend aud comrade for twenty-five years.
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August, 1920.
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Kussian Congress of Soviets.

COR CORDIUM*
(TO SHELLEY.)

STAINLESS HARDtNtU 
I

addressed to the President of the then sitting Eighth All- 
It is

O Heart of Hearts, O foo of Tyranny,
Singer of Freedom’s songs in beauteous words, 
Herald of Dawn liko Morning’s star above!

The night shall pass—thy dream fulfilled shall be: 
Mankind at peace mid ilowers and beasts and birds 
On Earth redeemed by Liberty and Love.

Tom Sen house.

r3 0 ’T

Gorky, himself an official of the Commissariat of Education, had 
sent almost on the same day from Petrograd a similar protest.

Kropotkin, in his statement, called attention to the danger 
of such a policy to all progress; in fact, to all thought. Such 
State monopoly on thought would make creative work utterly 
impossible. The situation in Russia during the last four years 
has given ample proof of that.

One of the striking characteristics of Peter Kropotkin was 
his reticence in everything concerning himself. In my stay of 
thirty-six hours at his Dmitroff home, while his body lay in death, 
1 learned more of his personal life than during all the years I had 
known him. But few even of his immediate circle knew that 
Peter Alexcicvitch was an artist and a musician of considerable 
talent. Among his effects 1 discovered a whole collection of his 
drawings of great merit.

He loved music passionately, and was himself a musician 
of no mean ability. He spent much of his leisure moments at 
the piano. No doubt he was able to find some forgetfulness and 
peace in the masters whose works he rendered with deep under
standing.

He lay in his workroom as if peacefully asleep, his face as 
tender in death as it had been in life. There he lay, this great 
son of Russia. Through strife and stress he had remained true 
to the Revolution, and would not forsake it. He did not live 
to see Capitalism in Russia erected as a monument upon th© 
grave of the Revolution. But even that would not have robbed 
him of his fervent faith in the resurrection of the people, the 
ultimate triumph of a Libertarian Revolution.

Shelley 
—T. 8.

mooting was hold in the School building on tho 4th of May, aud appre
ciations of respect for hor personality and her work for tbo School wore 
expressed by many colonists. Sho will bo missod by many, but particu
larly by hor children, Elsie Krimont-Kolly and Walter Krimont, aud
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-• Beneath the dome of blue Italian sky, 

Upon the wave-kissed shore of yellow sand, 
Thy mournful comrades near tho pyre did stand 
And watch the smoke-wreaths float away on high.

Twas in the sea thou lovedst thou didst die, 
Thy corse was kindled on its breeze-swept strand ; 
Thy heart, from burning plucked by friendly hand, 
Now with thine ashes tombed in Rome doth lie.
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The final article in this scries, “ The Trade Unions," will appear 
in our next issue.

crushed me. I had come with so much enthusiasm, with a pas
sionate desire to throw myself into the work, into the holy defence 
of the Revolution. What I found completely overwhelmed me. 
1 was unable to do anything. The chariot wheel of tho Socialist 
State rolled over me, paralysing my energy. The wretchedness 
and distress of the people, the callous disregard of their needs, 
the persecution and the repressions tore at my mind and heart, 
and made life unbearable.

Was it the Revolution which had turned idealists into wild 
beasts? If so, the Bolsheviki were mere pawns in the hands 
of the inevitable. Or was it the cold, impersonal character of 
the State which by foul means had harnessed the revolution to 
its cart and was now whipping it into channels indispensable to 
the State? I could not answer these questions. Not in July, 
1920, at any rate. Perhaps Kropotkin could.

KROPOTKIN ON THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION.
During the second visit to Peter Kropotkin we had an hour 

together. In that time Peter spoke in detail of the Russian 
Revolution, the part played by the Bolsheviki, the lesson to the 
Anarchists in particular and the world in general. Ho considered 
the Russian Revolution in scope and possibilities greater than the 
French Revolution. While it is true that the people were not 
developed in the Western sense, yet they are more responsive 
to now arrangements of life. The spirit of the masses during the 
February and October Revolutions demonstrated that they under- 
stood the great changes waiting their concerted efforts, and they 
were willing to do their share.-

Tho people knew that something tremendous was before 
them, which they themselves must face, organise, and direct. 
That spirit, though now fettered by hunger, privation, and perse
cution. is vet very much alive. The dogged resistance offered 
by the people of Russia to the Bolshevik yoke is the best proof 
of that. The Bolsheviki in their march to power were far from 
being the advance guard of the revolution, as they claim. On 
the contrary, they were the dam which had thrown back the 
rising tide of the people’s energies.

In their fixed idea that only a dictatorship can direct and 
protect the revolution, they went about strengthening their for
midable State which is now crushing the revolution. As Marxians 
they never have, nor will they ever realise that the only protec
tion of the revolution lies in the ability of the people ^o organise 
their own economic life. For the rest, Kropotkin added, he had 
set forth his views on the Russian Revolution in his letter to 
the workers of Europe, which was, I believe, widely published.*

Kropotkin also spoke of the part the Anarchists played in 
the revolution, of the death of some, the heroic struggle of many, 
the irresponsibility of the few. Above all, he emphasised the 
need for all the Anarchists to be better equipped for reconstruc
tive work during the revolution. I distinctly remember these 
words:

t1 We Anarchists have talked much about the Social Revo
lution. But how many had ever taken pains to prepare for the 
actual work during and after the revolution? The Russian Revo
lution has demonstrated the imperativeness of such preparation 
for practical reconstructive work.”

Tn a letter to one of his closest friends Kropotkin wrote that 
he had come to see in Syndicalism the economic basis of Anar- 
chism. In other words, the medium for the economic organisa
tion and expression of the energies of the people during the revo
lutionary period. *

It was a memorable day. Alas! the last I was ever to spend 
with our Grand Old Man. When I was called to take care of 
him during his last illness 1 reached Dmitroff an hour after his 
death. The usual bureaucratic confusion, inefficiency, and delay 
robbed me of the opportunity to render Kropotkin some slight 
service in return for all that he had given me.

Two things had struck me in Kropotkin on both visits: The 
lack of bitterness toward the Bolsheviki and the fact that he 
never once alluded to his own hardships and privations. It was 
only after his death that 1 learned a few details of his life under 
the Bolshevik regime. In the early part of 1918 Kropotkin had 
grouped around him some of the ablest specialists in various 
branches of political economy. The purpose was to make a care- 

. • economic resources of Russia, and to compile
these resources in monographs, to make them of practical help 
in the reconstruction of Russia.

Kropotkin was the editor-in-chief of that undertaking. One 
volume was prepared, but never published. Tho Federalist 
League, as this scientific group was known, was broken up by tho 
Government and all the material confiscated.

Peter Kropotkin's letter to the Western workers appeared in FREEDOM,
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On two occasions the Kropotkin apartments were requisi
tioned and the family forced to find other quarters. It was after 
all these experiences that the Kropotkins moved to Dmitroff, 
where he became an involuntary exile. Even in the summer 
it was difficult to visit him. Special permission had to be pro
cured to travel, and that involved much effort and time. In the 
winter it was almost altogether impossible. Thus he, who had 
in the past gathered at his home the best in thought and ideas 
from every land, was now forced to the life of a recluse.

His only visitors were unfortunate peasants, workers of his 
village, and some of the intelligentsia who would come to him 
with their daily misfortunes. I remember that the evening of 
our visit Kropotkin had received a letter from an old friend in 
Moscow, a scientist. The man was living with hie wife and two 
children in one room. Only a small lamp was lighting up the 
family table at which the children had to prepare their lesson, 
the wife copy some manuscripts, while he used one corner to 
do his scientific research. He was employed at a place twelve 
versts from home, and had to walk that daily.

Kropotkin, who had always kept in touch with the world 
through numerous publications in every tongue, was now cut off 
entirely from that source of life. He was not even able to learn 
what was happening in Moscow or Petrograd. His only channel 
of news were the two Government papers, the Pravda and the 
Izvcstiya. He was much handicapped in his work on ethics 
while he lived in Dmitroff. He could not obtain the necessary 
books of research. In short, Kropotkin was mentally starved, 
which was, no doubt, greater torture to him than physical mal
nutrition. He received a much better pay ok, or ration, than 
most people; but even that was by fax not sufficient to keep up 
his vitality.

Fortunately, he received from time to time assistance—in 
the form of provisions—from various sources. Thus his com
rades from abroad, as well as those from the Ukraine, often sent 
him foodstuffs. He also received similar gifts from Makhno, 
then heralded by the Bolsheviki as the terror of the counter
revolutionary forces in Southern Russia. But especially was felt 
the lack of light and fuel. When I visited the Kropotkins in 
1920, they were considering themselves fortunate to have light 
in more than one room. During part of 1918 and all of 1919, 
Kropotkin wrote his ethics by the flicker of a tiny oil lamp that 
nearly blinded him.

During the short hours of the day he would transcribe his 
notes on a typewriter, slowly and painfully pounding out every 
letter. However, it was not his own discomfort which sapped 
Kropotkin’s strength. It was the hardships of Russia, the suffer
ing about him, the suppression of every thought, the persecution 
and imprisonment for opinion sake, the endless raztrcls of people, 
which made his last years the deepest tragedy.

If only he could have done something to help, to lessen the 
suffering, to bring the dictators of Russia to their senses. But 
he could not. He could not, like some of tho old revolutionary 
guard, make common cause with the enemies of the revolution. 
Even had he found a way of having his protests published in the 
European Press, the reactionists would have used them against 
Russia. No, he could not do that. And he knew only too well 
that it was useless to protest to the Bolshevik Government.

Yet, so great was his anguish, that on two occasions Peter 
Kropotkin addressed himself to that deaf ear. Once in protest 
against the terrible practice of taking hostages; the other time 
against the complete suppression of publishing undertakings other 
than the State’s.

Ever since the Cheka began its sinister existence, the Bol
shevik Government had sanctioned the taking of hostages, 
and young, mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, even 
had been held aud often shot for the offence of one of their own 
offences which, in nine cases out of ten, they knew nothing about.

In the fall of 1920, the Social-Revolutionists that emigrated 
to Europe threatened retaliation if the repressions against their 
comrades continued. The Bolshevik Government announced in 
its official press that for every Communist it would take ten 
Social-Revolutionists. It was then that the famous revolutionist, 
Vera N. Figner, and Peter Kropotkin sent a protest to the powers 
that be. They pointed out that the practice of taking hostages 
was a blot on the Russian Revolution, an evil which had already 
brought terrible results in its wake, that the future would never 
forgive them for such a barbaric method.

Tho second protest was made in reply to the attempt tho 
Government was making at ” liquidating all publishing under
takings, whether political, co-operative, or private. This protest

interesting to note that

paper.
Under such constant stress it is impossible to keep records. 

But more than all these considerations is my book on ethics. 
I can work only a few hours a day, and I still have much to do. 
I must therefore concentrate on that to the exclusion of every
thing else.”

We had already monopolised our comrade too long. Though 
there was still much to talk about, we had to content ourselves 
for that evening. The conversation again became general. But 
it was getting late, and our host was fatigued. Soon we took our 
leave. We agreed to come back in the spring, when we should 
have more time to talk over matters.

After a tender embrace, which Peter never failed to give 
those he loved, we returned to our car. My heart was heavy 
with the great Russian tragedy, mv spirit confused and troubled 
by what I had heard. I was also distressed by the physical con
dition of our comrade. I feared he could not survive until the 
spring. The winter of 1920 had been most terrible. People had 
been dying from typhus, hunger, and cold. The thought, that 
Peter Kropotkin might go to his grave, and the world never know 
what he thought of the Russian Revolution, was appalling.

I felt somewhat impatient. Kropotkin had braved the des
potism of the Tsars and the raids of their political Okhrana. 
Why could he not write now? It was just like the old: they for 
ever dwell in the past while the present passes them by. It was 
only much later that I understood why Kropotkin had been 
unable to write about the events in Russia.

In July, 1920, I again Came to Moscow. I was with the 
expedition of the Museum of the Revolution on the way to the 
L kraina. One day Sasha Kropotkin called me up. She had 
obtained an auto, from one of the Government officials, and 
would Alexander Berkman and I go out to Dmitroff? The next 

e s rt ^1 out, reaching Dmitroff in a few hours. The 
garden surrounding the Kropotkin house was full of bloom, com
pletely hiding the cottage from view. Peter was having his after
noon nap, but he rose as soon as he heard our voices. He joined 
us; he had improved marvellously; he was so alert, so active, so 
energetic. He immediately took us to the vegetable garden, 
which was almost entirely Sophie Kropotkin’s work, Peter’s 
pride, and the chief support of the family. He took great delight 
in showing us a new species of lettuce which Sophie had grown, 
having large heads like cabbage, with leaves of fragrant green. 

You must have some for dinner,” said Peter jovially. The 
spring had certainly wrought a miracle in him. He was a different 
man.

The first seven months of my stay in Russia had almost

Mary Krimont, one of tho founders of tlio Ferrer Colony of 
Stelton, New Jersey, and among the most devoted and active workers 

. Old for the Ferrer Modern School, passed away on May 2, after a short 
children, illness. Somo twenty years ago when she lived in London she was an

active member of the Freedom Group and a friend of Peter and Sophie 
Kropotkin, W. and Freda Tchorkosoff, Marsh, Turner, William and 
Doris Wess. NLiss A. Davios, aud others ot that timo. A memorial
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their dictatorship. It coerced and paralysed every’ social activity. 
Kropotkin referred to the Co-operatives as the main medium 
which, in his opinion, could have bridged the interests of the 
peasants and the workers. But it was these very Co-operatives 
which were among the first to be crushed.

He spoke with much heat of the depression, the persecu
tion, the cruel hounding of every political shade of opinion, and 
lie cited numerous examples of the misery and distress of the 
people. Above all, he was most emphatic against, the Bolshevik 
Government for having thus discredited Socialism and Com
munism in the eyes of the Russian people. It was a heart-break
ing picture which Kropotkin unrolled before us that evening.

Why, then, had he not raised his voice against these evils, 
against the machine which was sapping the life-blood from the 
Revolution? Kropotkin gave two reasons: First, because so long 
as Russia was being attacked by the combined imperialists of 
Europe, and Russian women and children were starved to death 
by the criminal blockade, be could not join the shrieking chorus 
of the ex-revolutionists in the cry of “ Crucify! ” He preferred 
to keep silent for the present.

Secondly , there was no medium of expression in Russia 
itself, hence no wav of reaching the people. To protest, to the 
Government was useless. Its concern was to maintain its power 
at any cost. It could, therefore, not stop at such trifles as human 
life or human rights. But then, he added, “ We have always 
pointed out the blessings of Marxism in action. Why now be 
surprised ? ”

I asked whether he was noting down his impressions and 
observations. Surely he must see the importance of such a 
record to his comrades, to ihe workers; in fact, to the whole 
world. Kropotkin looked at me for a moment, then said:

No, I do not write. It is impossible to write when one 
is in the midst of great human suffering and distress, when 
every hour brings new tales of woe which one may not ameliorate. 
Besides, all personal privacy and safety have been destroyed. 
There may be a raid any moment—the Cheka comes swooping 
down in the night, ransacks every corner of the house, turns 
everything upside down, and marches off with every scrap of

From the moment a people gives itself representatives it is no 
longer free.—liousseau. ___ _______________

• Note.—It will bo remembered that, at the suggestion of Leigh Hunt, tho 
wu.do “Cor Cordiuiu ” were ----- .. , . , . . . .Rome where hie ashes were interred with his heart, which hud beeu snatched 
from the Hames by ireiuwuy luwiuw Uro Wvuvl*«>«y.. vf ..... .....
was drowned in the buy of Spewis on July 8, 1822 -just 100 years ago.

were inscribed on Shelley’s tomb in the cemetery atwords “Cor Cordium
from the flames by Trulawuy towards the conclusion of the cremation.
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tion. It is to be hoped that the next Congress will be more representa
tive, and will be able to state in clear terms the real Anarchist 
position.

In the meantime, the resolutions adopted at the Berlin Congress 
need not be looked upon as binding on those not in agreement with 
them By all means, no. Lot the resolutions be discussed thoroughly 
by the Anarchist groups and press. In this manner opinions will be 
exchanged and thought clarified, and by the time the next Congress 
arrives we shall know more definitely what message we Anarchists have 
for the enslaved masses.

Though the Congress failed to riso to the height hoped for and 
expected by some, yet its organising accomplishments alone have laid 
the foundation for an Anarchist International, which makes up for its 
mistakes and deficiencies. Fred S. Graham,

The International Anarchist Congress held in Berlin in Decembor 
last was not thoroughly representative of the Anarchist movement of 
the world, for various reasons. The notice was too short. The oppres
sion that Anarchists suffer from in various countries prevented them 
receiving early information of the holding of the Congress, and the 
restrictive passport regulations hindered their participation. Therefore 
the Congress can be considered only as an informal preparatory confer
ence that laid the foundation for another gathering in the future which 
shall really be international in the true sense of the word.

The proceedings and resolutions of the Congress are now* known 
to all. The time is therefore appropriate to analyse its most important 
phases. The Anarchist cannot follow the action of the Bolsheviks who 
swallow with approval everything that their International Congresses 
decide. We certainly should give our approval to whatever is under
stood by us as being 6ound and justifiable, yet never fail to voice our 
disapproval of the actions of a Congress that seem to us unsound or 
unjustified.

The most important accomplishment at Berlin was the establish
ment of a Correspondence Bureau, which will no doubt bring the 
Anarchists of the world into closer relationship with each other. The 
resolutions dealing with organisation, the need of an international 
language, and other minor questions are also timely and useful. Some 
of the other resolutions show that the delegates failed to grasp tho 
needs of the moment. The Anarchists of practically every country 
have come out against Dictatorship. It was therefore useless for the 
Congress to merely pass a resolution restating this. What most of us 
looked forward to was a clear cut statement as to what Anarchists hold 
out in preference to a dictatorship. Such a statement was necessary as 
would not only have been definite enough to prevent a recurrence of 
the utter ruination of a social revolution by Marxism, but that would 
have also become a hope and an inspiration for assuring better success 
in future revolutions than has been the case with tho one in Russia.

In this task the Congress did more
a resolution advising the Anarchists of the world to help in organising 
a Syndicalist International. In doing this it gave, for the first time in 
the history of the Anarchist movetnent, complete support to and 
approval of Syndicalism. To those acquainted with the Anarchist 
movement and with the growing Syndicalist movement not much need 
be said with regard to the diverse opinions of Syndicalism that prevail 
among Anarchists. Some of the ablest exponents of Anarchism and 
the greater part of the rank and file are much opposed to it. Tho fact 
cited at the Congiess by our comrade Rocker, that Kropotkin beforo 
his death expressed a desire to work with the Syndicalist movement, 
and that Malatesta in Italy is now favourably inclined to it, was by no 
means a sufficient reason for coming out in favour of Syndicalism. For, 
as Anarchists, we are not going to follow blindly Kropotkin or Malatesta 
as the Bolsheviki follow Lenin or Trotsky.

Apart from this, it can be shown that the “Nabat” Federation of 
Ukrainian Anarchists came out in absolute opposition to Syndicalism 
at their Conference in September, 1920. Also at the Congiess of the 
Federation of Russian Anarchists of the United States and Canada, 
held in November, 1921 (at which delegates from tho Ukrainian and 
English-speaking movements were present), not only was no favourable 
resolution on Syndicalism adopted, but during the discussion on this 
question most of the delegates expressed themselves utterly opposed to 
it. And even in Germany, where the Congress took place, a comrade 
contended beforo the delegates that Rocker did not represent the 
Anarchist Communist movement, which is being harmed more and 
more by the Syndicalist one, which is eating up its most energetic 
forces. These few facts in themselves show that tho delegates have 
done a great wroDg in passing such a resolution in the name of the 
Anarchist movement, when they knew that the movement was by no 
means in accord with Syndicalism.

This, however, is only one part of the blunder made by the passing 
of this resolution. At the International Syndicalist Confeicuco hold in 
Berlin in December, 1920, one of the resolutions adopted unanimously 
(and assented to by Rocker) was in favour of the “ Dictatorship of 
Work ” instead of the “ Dictatorship of the Proletaiiat.” The conclu
sion to be drawn from this is that the Syndicalist International that is 
to bo founded will support tho “Dictatorship of Work.” Tbo‘’Nabat” 
Federation was confronted with the same situation, but was strongly 
opf/osed to this changing phraseology as a mere subterfuge which is as 
dangerous and deceitful as the Bolshevik phrase, the “ Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat.” Thus, indirectly, tho delegates at the International 
Anarchist Congress supported the “ Dictatorship of Work.” They did 
not realise that another resolution adopted by them expressed itself 
nijuiiijib any form of dictatortkip !

It seems that most of the delegates at tho Congress wore either 
Syndicalists or sympathetic to Syndicalism. Still, a comrade like Rocker 
ought to have had sufficient foresight to have abstained from using his 
energy to get the Congress to adopt a resolution which, when analysed, 
becomes a very foolish, if not haimfu), contradiction.

Being unable to send forth the message that wus needed so mufib 
as to what we Anarchists piopot-o instead of a dictatorship, the Congress 
would have done well if it had refrained from adopting such a resolu-
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grow, ano me oniy trace leit 01 vue nevumuuu win ur mat mu 
Bolshevik State will share with the capitalists the profits wnmg
from the deluded and disillusioned workers aud peasants.

he had to say was contained in the statement. I he judge, i

I le then put on the black
cap, sentenced tho two prisoners to be killed, and proceeded to
justify his right to do so

Many of 
Let them

The Hague Conference Fails.
The failure of the Conference at The Hague was not the 

fault of the Russians, but was due to disagreement among the 
members of the non-Russian Committee. Trade with Russia 
will grow steadily, however, in spite of the failure of Genoa and 
The Hague. The possibility of making immense profits from 
the exploitation of the raw materials and the workers of Russia 
is attracting concession-hunters from all parts of the world. In 
the leading industrial countries there are many millions of 
pounds awaiting investment, and the prospects of huge fortunes 
is a bait which will lure many capitalists to try their luck. They 
will not worry whether Russia will pay her debts, or whether 
the poor French peasants will get back the money they lent the 
Tsar. Even Poincarfc is more anxious about the peasants’ vo es 
than he is about their money. All the big oil interests are 
working together, and a news report says the Russians have 
offered to concede the exploitart ion of all the oil districts to one 
organisation on the understanding that it settles the claims of 
all the pre-Revolution proprietors. So where the politicians 
failed the capitalists may succeed. Stinnes, the German indus
trial magnate, once said scornfully : “ We are merely losing 
time through the chatter of politicians who are wound up like 
automatons by Parliament and the newspapers. What we need 
is a conference of business men who can talk together without 
hate.” And the Bolsheviks are ready to do business with any 
one who can put up the cash. The Kremlin is now a bargain 
counter where concessions for oil, timber, coal, iron, and other 
raw materials can be obtained cheaply provided you forget the 
seller is an undischarged bankrupt. And his agents abroad 
speak with enthusiasm of the “industrious and intelligent popula
tion ” of Russia “eager to be exploited at lower wages than can 
obtain in any white man’s country.” 'l es, trade with Russia will 
grow, and the only trace left of the Revolution will be that the

Miners without Bread.
The closing of foreign markets and the consequent unem

ployment are working havoc among the workers to-day. Few of 
the unemployed have any savings left now, and their plight is 
pitiable. In normal times a man out of work could fall back 
occasionally on the generosity of his friends or fellow-workers, 
but in a crisis like the present even those at work feel the pinch 
and are unable to help others. The suffering and starvation in 
all parts of the country to-day is terrible, but the mining districts 
have been hit the hardest. South Wales miners are in a truly 
desperate condition. A comrade writes to us:—

“ This little valley where I am living, which was always 
looked upon as one of the most prosperous in the whole coal
field, has at last been brought to realise what Capitalism means. 
A place vhere every third householder was owner of his own 
house has now, for the first time in its history, been compelled 
to seek State aid. One colliery has been closed down for over 
a year; others have been working only a few days a week for 
some time. The one where I have been employed has been 
stopped for over three months, adding another 500 to the ranks 
of the unemployed, most of whom now know what it means to 
be without money to buy bread.”

It is reckoned that about 100,000 miners will never get work in 
the mines again. And being landless, they must live on charity 
or starve. Z roaster summed up their position many centuries 
ago. “ To one who does not till the soil the soil says : ‘ Because 
you do not till me with your right hand and with your left hand 
you will always stand by the door of strangers in the crowd of 
other beggars aud feed on the refuse of the rich.’ ” 
these miners fought in the War to defend the land, 
now demand the use of the many idle acres to produce food for 
themselves and their families.

Fabric Gloves Sham Fight.
The debate in the House of Commons on the Board of Trade 

Order imposing a duty of 33.', per cent, on fabric gloves is a 
striking iustance of the ease with which excitement can be 
worked up over comparative trilles while greater issues are 
ignored. This Order has been issued to serve the interests of a 
small group of English manufacturers of fabric gloves, who look 
upon Protection as a means of filling their own pockets at the 
expense of the purchaser. Of course, it is a case of sheer high
way robbery, with the assistance of the State; but, compared 
with other State-aided robberies which go on every day, it is a 
mere fleabite For unadulterated brigandage nothing exceeds 
the toll taken by landlordism, but some of it is so concealed that 
few notice it, or, if they do, the toll has been taken for so many 
years that they think it is a necessary evil. One instance will 
show how it works. A train load of coal is brought from the 
Midlands to London. Every mile it travels it pays a toll to the 
descendants of the men who owned the land on which the rail
way was built, and as long as private property lasts this toll will 
be exacted. As it hidden in the rates for carrying the coal, it is 
not noticed ; but if it were taken in lumps of coal, every one 
would see the robbery. Imagine a train starting from Yorkshire 
on its way to London with a load of 500 tons of coal. Imagine 
also the original landlords’ descendants standing at different 
points of the line and each one taking from the trucks a portion 
of the coal equivalent in value to his money toll. By the time 
the train had reached London its load would have been reduced 
by about 50 tons. Iu effect, this is what happens every day, year 
after year, to every train on every railway. Yet no one kicks up 
a row about it in the House of Commons. But the squabble 
over the paltry fabric gloves duty tilled the papers for days, and 
we were even told that the Coalition Ministry was in danger of 
dissolution. We do not believe it. These sham fights over 
trivialities serve to distract attention from the enormously greater 
robberies made possible by land monopoly.

Prisoners of War.
The two Irishmen, Reginald Dunn and Joseph 0 Sullivan, 

who shot Field-Marshal Wilson have been sentenced to death. 
Considering tho number of centuries Ireland has been at war 
with England, and considering also that Irishmen have never 
recognised the rule of England, these men must be regarded as 
prisoners of war, a war in which the shooting of \\ ilson was an 
incident, even though it took place in England. The judge, in 
a very high-handed manner, refused to allow the accused to read 
a statement they had prepared in their defence. This statement 
has since been published, and in it the accused say they shot 
Wilson because he was partly responsible for the murder and 
persecution of the Catholics in Belfast. If two Englishmen had 
gone to Dublin last year before the Treaty and had shot Michael 
Collins, it is quite certain that the English Government would 
not have hanged them. Neither should these men be hanged foi 
shooting Wilson. Dunn made a short speech from the dock, in 
which he said he took part in tho European war, fighting foi 
the principles for which this country stood, lhose principles, 
found, as an Irishman, were not applied to my own country, and 
I have endeavoured to strike a blow for it.’ 0 Sullivan said all 
he had to say was contained in the statement. I he judge, in 
refusing to allow the reading of the statement, said it was a 
justification of tho right to kill, and he would not allow the 
Court to be used for such a purpose.

! Could inconsistency go further i
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